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ABSTRACT 
People and societies attribute different values to landscapes, which are often derived from their 
preferences. Such preferences are shaped by aesthetics, recreational benefits, safety, and other 
services provided by landscapes. Researchers have found that more appealing landscapes can 
promote human health and well-being. Existing methods used to study landscape preferences, 
such as social surveys, create high quality data but have high cost of time and effort and are 
poorly suited to capture dynamic landscape-scale changes across large geographic scales. With 
the rapid rise in social media, a huge amount of user-generated data is now available for 
researchers to study emotions or sentiments (i.e., preferences) towards particular topics of 
interest. This dissertation investigates how social media data can be used to indirectly measure 
(Zanten et al., 2016) and learn features relevant to landscape preferences, focusing primarily on a 
specific landscape called green infrastructure (GI). 
    The first phase of the work introduces a first-ever benchmark GI location dataset within the 
US (GReen Infrastructure Dataset, or GRID) and develops a computer vision algorithm for 
identifying GI from aerial images using Google/Bing Map API. The data collected from this 
object detection method is then used to re-train a human preference model developed previously 
(Rai, 2013) and it improved the prediction accuracy significantly. I found that with the 
framework introduced here, we can collect the landscape data, which is comparable to the 
current methods in terms of quality with much less efforts. Second phase uses GI images and 
textual comments from Flickr, Instagram, and Twitter to train a lexicon-based sentiment model 
for predicting people's sentiments for GI. Since almost 70 percent of US adults are using some 
social media platform to connect with their friends, families or to follow recent news and topic of 
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interest (Pew research, 2015), it is imperative to understand whether people share, post, or 
comment about the landscape settings they live in or prefer. And the results show that social 
media information can be really useful in predicting people’s sentiments about landscape they 
live or visit. The third phase builds on the second phase to identify specific features that are 
correlated with higher and lower preferences. The findings demonstrate that we can learn 
features that impacts people’s preference about the landscape. These features are very descriptive 
that a layperson can understand and can also be useful for designers, storm-water engineers, city 
planners to incorporate in their landscape designs such that it improves human health and well-
being. 
    Finally, I will conclude and describe some follow up research that I think would be potential 
in understanding landscape: work on speeding up the object detection algorithms using more 
advanced computer vision methods and harnessing the power of GPUs and extension of the 
findings to other types of GI and landscape designs. 
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“A learning machine is any device whose actions are influenced by past experience.” – Nils 
John Nilsson 
 
CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION & MOTIVATION 
 
    Measuring public opinions/sentiments is vitally important for improving understanding of the 
social world, from promoting wellbeing to economies. The most conventional approach to 
collecting information about public sentiment is conducting surveys. The data obtained through 
such surveys often comes at a high cost: significant time investment and effort to obtain a limited 
amount of data. This leads to a major limitation in the generalizability of study findings at large 
scales (e.g., country level). Landscape objects (such as rivers, landmarks, vacant lots, and green 
spaces) play an essential role in shaping people's sentiments or emotions (Kaplan & Kaplan, 
1989). In this research, a novel approach is introduced to address the problem of data 
generalizability and measuring sentiments for landscape objects at a much larger scale than has 
previously been possible using data science. 
    Data science is a multidisciplinary field that employs methods and techniques from numerous 
fields including computer science, mathematics, and statistics. The primary goal of data science 
is to extract knowledge or insights from data in various forms. Although the term data science is 
relatively new, it has existed for at least thirty years. With the rapid growth of the Internet and 
data collection technologies and their availability to end users have contributed to the production 
of an astoundingly large and rapidly accelerating quantity of data. Recent studies suggest that 
90% of the world's data have been generated just in the last four years alone (SNTEF, report, 
2015).   
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Much of this current influx of data is rich in spatiotemporal details about human and 
organizational behavior, and more specifically how individuals, firms, and public entities are 
responding to and affecting continually shifting economic, social, political and physical 
dimensions (SNTEF, 2015). For example, social media platforms, mobile devices, and various 
applications - "apps"- are producing reams of real-time and location-specific information on 
digital transactions and patterns of interaction and movement of millions of people around the 
world. 
    Much focus has been given in academia as well as in industry to solving existing social 
problems using data science, and this nexus of social science and data science is called social 
computing. It focuses on human, cultural, and behavioral understanding using data-driven 
methods. Social computing brings together experts from various disciplines such as 
anthropology, cognitive science, computer science, economics, linguistics, mathematics, 
neuroscience, political science, psychology, sociology, statistics, and theology. Modeling such 
complex human social behavior often involves studying people’s opinions and expressions. With 
the advancement of social media platforms and smartphones, people often state their emotions or 
expressions using social media such as blogs, media sharing (Pinterest, Flickr, and Stock 
Shutter), micro-blogging (Twitter, Reddit, etc.), wikis, and social friend’s networks. In this 
research, social media information is used from micro-blogging services such as Twitter and 
media sharing platforms such as Flickr and Instagram. Therefore, a brief definition of micro-
blogging and media sharing social media services is given below: 
• Micro Blogging: As the name suggests, micro blogs are similar to blogs except that 
shared content is of limited length. For instance, Twitter (http://www.twitter.com/) now 
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allows 280 characters (formerly 140 characters), and the posts are called tweets. Besides 
messages, people can also share links, images, or video on twitter. 
• Media Sharing: These services let people share multimedia such as images, video, and 
audio. Users can watch, download, or share content with other people, as well as 
comment on others’ content. Some services allow users to create friend networks as well. 
    Banon et al. (1989) state that incorporating human factors into the design process is a good 
idea that motivates research and analysis of social media information. The primary focus of this 
work is on understanding the relationship between social wellbeing and landscape designs using 
data science techniques. To accomplish this, specific landscape designs called green 
infrastructure (GI) are considered as a use case for predicting human preferences using data 
science techniques. 
1.1 Overview 
	
    In this dissertation, various data science techniques are used to address the limitations of scale 
and time complexity in conducting surveys on human preferences for landscape designs. In each 
chapter, the problem statement, relevant work, methodology, and results of the following studies 
are given. 
    Chapter 2 provides an introduction to the background of human preferences for landscape 
designs and a previously-developed image-based machine learning model for predicting human 
preferences from data obtained using current approaches (i.e., photo questionnaires). This 
background is then followed by a literature review on green infrastructure (GI). 
    Chapter 3 presents a novel framework for identifying the location (latitude/longitude) of 
specific GI from aerial images using computer vision object detection methods. Also, the first GI 
location dataset is introduced as a benchmark result of this work. With the locations of GI, the 
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new Google/Bing ground view images are used to re-train the human preference model. Then the 
quality of human preference data obtained using the framework is validated with survey data 
from the Amazon Mechanical Turk crowdsourcing platform. Later, the results obtained using the 
framework are compared to the current approach of collecting data with social surveys. 
    Next, Chapter 4 focuses on analyzing social media to improve understanding of human 
preferences for GI designs. The findings show how image-based human preferences for GI 
designs correlate with text-based sentiments, which can then provide another source for data on 
human preferences. 
    Chapter 5 presents an analysis to identify factors and categories relevant to higher or lower 
human preferences. Image-based as well as text-based categories are analyzed with statistical 
hypothesis testing and linked to Kaplan and Kaplan’s work (1989).  
    Finally, Chapter 6 discusses the conclusions and limitations of this work and directions for 
future work to extend the framework for other purposes.  
Thesis	Statement: 
"The limited generalizability of data from small-scale surveys hampers the study of landscape 
preferences. This thesis presents a novel approach to overcome this problem by enabling large-
scale data analysis using social media and web information. The results demonstrate that 
landscape preferences can be learned from large-scale data using advanced data science 
techniques (data mining, computer vision, and natural language processing methods)." 
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CHAPTER 2 
BACKGROUND 
 
This chapter presents a literature review on landscape preferences, green infrastructure, and 
machine learning. 
2.1 Preferences for Green Infrastructure 
	
    According to the US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) – green infrastructure (GI) at 
the scale of a city or county refers to the patchwork of natural areas that provides habitat, flood 
protection, cleaner air, and cleaner water. At the scale of a neighborhood or site, green 
infrastructure refers to storm-water management systems that emulate nature by recharging the 
groundwater.  
    Urban green spaces (e.g., lakes, parks, and community gardens) are widely recognized as 
significant contributors both to the quality of the urban ecosystem and to human health (Morris, 
2003; Wendel et al., 2011). Unfortunately, the world is witnessing a broad degradation in quality 
and quantity of green spaces due to urbanization; leading experts argue that green spaces should 
not be viewed as a luxury, but instead should be given a central position in spatial planning 
policy (Mass et al., 2006). Indeed, good quality green spaces (GI) encourage people to walk, run, 
cycle, play and engage in other recreational activities that provide opportunities for healthy 
physical activity and reduce mental stress (Douglas et al., 2004).  
    The human health benefits of urban green spaces have been well studied and documented in 
physiological as well as psychological sciences (Kuo & Sullivan, 2001a). Forty years of research 
has established the robust and consistent effects of the presence of natural elements in increasing 
human preferences for urban landscapes (Kaplan & Kaplan 1989). These high-preference 
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elements, in turn, are now associated with a variety of health benefits including faster recover 
from stressful experiences and reduced stress (Thompson et al., 2012). 
     Researchers have long studied the connection between people's preferences and landscapes 
with a high density of trees and shrubs (Jiang et al., 2015). Recent work by Suppakittpaisarn 
(2017) also found evidence of human preferences for various GI designs, which, from previous 
work on green spaces discussed above, also indicates evidence of increased health and 
wellbeing. These preferences are often related to visual aesthetics of the GI designs, such as 
barrenness, flowers, lawn, neatness, etc. 
2.2 Machine Learning and Landscape Preferences 
	
    Rai (2013) showed that human preferences can be learned using machine learning techniques. 
Researchers in both the fields of psychology and computer science have been addressing the 
problem of capturing perception using machine learning techniques. It would be appropriate to 
use the term "machine perception" for this overlap area (Nevatia, 1982). Human perception is 
viewed as the only known example of a perceiving system. Hence many efforts have been made 
to build machine system using models to replicate human perception and to do so researchers 
from both fields have been working together for more than two decades now.  
    Machine perception cannot function without the benefits of the wealth of experimental data 
about human perception (in the case of environmental psychology it would be human visual 
perception). As stated by Kaplan & Kaplan, 1989 the generalization that human taste is as 
random as people are diverse is a false inference in the case of environmental preferences. The 
author has described preferences as the information that humans extract from a glimpse of a 
visual scene even without being aware of it. This information provides some essential ingredient 
for human functioning. 
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    Landscape architects have used practical ways to derive perceptual categories of 
environmental preferences from scenes. This method involves surveying people with a designed 
questionnaire, showing pictures of scenes and recording mean preference ratings. Machine 
learning models can be built to capture the information that people provide on high and low 
preferences of landscapes. Research in the field of artificial intelligence and machine learning 
have proven the ability of some models to automate tasks with human-like understanding and 
learning abilities (LeCun, et al., 2015). One example is affective computing, where the aim is to 
build computing models to assess the effectiveness of technology on human behavioral change 
and cognitive skills.  
    For example, in the case of determining the very subtle connection of humans with an 
environment to identify preferences, psychologist use visual scenes. This sort of scene analysis 
can be learned using computer vision techniques. Computer vision uses techniques for extracting 
descriptions from images to understand the patterns in image or video data. Some of these 
techniques include computation of perceived brightness and color, and partial or complete 
recovery of three-dimensional data in the image of an outdoor scene. As Kaplan & Kaplan 
(1989) suggest, spatial configuration plays a vital role in perceiving the scene, which can be 
analyzed from digital images using image analysis methods, a type of machine learning.  
    Machine learning models are statistical models, which use learning parameters to predict a 
dependent variable from independent variables in the form: 
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    These independent variables, or features in machine learning terminology, are therefore 
required to infer human preferences from different visual scenes (landscapes). Kaplan and 
Kaplan’s work identified a human preference matrix (below) that provides information to predict 
preferences from the two dimensions of understanding/exploration and immediacy of the 
information available.  
 
 
Table 2.1: Kaplan and Kaplan Preference Matrix 
 Understanding Exploration 
 
2D 
(Immediate) 
Coherence: 
How clear and orderly the green 
setting appears. 
Complexity: 
The richness and variety of visual 
components in the setting that encourages 
exploration. 
 
 
3D 
(Inferred) 
Legibility: 
The distinctiveness of the setting. 
 
Mystery: 
The extent to which features are partially 
hidden from view (e.g., via curving 
pathways), which encourages exploration. 
 
    The understanding column in Table 2.1 gives landscape features that attract people and engage 
them longer by promoting human comprehension of the scene, while the exploration column 
identifies the factors that encourage discovery of the landscape features.  
    The preference matrix factors from Table 2.1 are mapped to the following image-based visual 
analytics features, which can then be used to train a machine learning model for predicting 
human preferences about landscapes. More details are given by Rai (2013). 
• Coherence: Color histogram (Anami et al., 2010) is used to identify color distribution in a 
setting. 
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• Complexity: GIST descriptor (Oliva et al., 2001) identifies the degree of openness and 
closeness and degree of naturalness in an image.  
• Legibility: Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) (Dalal et al., 2005) identifies shapes 
of objects such as trees and pathways. 
• Mystery: GIST descriptors and HOG features together can identify the shape of an object 
along with degree of openness and closeness, which can involve a partially hidden view 
that promotes mystery or curiosity for further exploration.  
    Below a brief outline is presented of the human preference modeling technique used by Rai et 
al. (2013) to map features extracted from GI images collected using photo questionnaire surveys 
(Yuan, 2010) to Kaplan and Kaplan’s matrix. 
2.3 Human Preference Modeling Approach 
	
    An image-based supervised machine learning technique is trained to predict human 
preferences for tree-based GI. To identify which image features to include in the model, Table 
2.1 maps available computer vision algorithms to the human preference matrix developed by 
Kaplan and Kaplan (1989). A supervised machine-learning model (Figure 2.1) is then trained to 
predict a human preference rating for the image based on the extracted features.  
 
Figure 2.1: Stages in the image-based human preference model for GI designs 
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     Entries in Table 2.1 give the landscape features from Kaplan and Kaplan (1989) that most 
correlate with human well-being. Computer vision algorithms are used to extract these types of 
features from GI design images, as summarized in Section 2.2.  
    The machine learning model is trained on 600 images collected from a survey conducted in 
previous work (Yuan, 2010). The survey consisted of photo questionnaires that asked 
participants to rate images of GI designs on the scale of 1- 5.  These ratings are used as labels for 
training the machine learning human preference model.  The training dataset, which consists of 
600 images, is split into training (90%) and validation (10%) sets, tuning the model for optimal 
performance using the training set. The model achieves a validation accuracy in predicting 
human preferences (as measured by coefficient of R2) of 80.6%. The results indicate that the 
machine-learning model predicts human preferences reasonably well, particularly since 
individual ratings can have considerable uncertainty (James et al., 2009). 
2.4 Human Preference Model Validation & Evaluation (Rai, 2013) 
    Figure 2.2 shows examples from the validation set. The predicted ratings for each of these 
images were identical to the actual human ratings. 
    The training set is predominantly tree-based green infrastructure, and generally human 
preferences increase with more trees in images, as shown in Figure 2.2. However, merely adding 
more trees, bushes, plants, etc. are not sufficient to obtain high human preferences. The image 
features extracted from the training set (color histogram, HOG, and GIST descriptor), and their 
corresponding landscape features from Kaplan & Kaplan’s preference matrix, also play an 
important role.  
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Figure 2.2: Examples of validation results for Galesburg image data using the model 
 
    For example, recall that color histogram measures the green coloring and coherence in the 
design. Figures 2.2 (c) and (d) show that the rating changes from 1 to 3 just by adding trees, 
which provides more green richness, and also by arranging the trees in an orderly manner along 
the sidewalks (e.g., Figure 2.2 (d) is more coherent than Figure 2.2 (c)). This added coherence 
can be seen in the color histogram results for these images in Figure 2.3.		
	
 	
                                     Color histogram Figure 2.2(c)                     Color histogram Figure 2.2(d) 
Figure 2.3: Color histogram indicating differences in coherence.	
 
(a) Human Preference Rating: 2.3 
 
(b) Human Preference Rating: 4.1 
 
(c) Human Preference Rating: 1.2 
 
(d) Human Preference Rating: 3.3 
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    Complexity, legibility, and mystery parameters of the preference matrix also change human 
preferences. These parameters are captured by the Gist and HOG descriptors as shown in 
Figure 2.4.	
 
Figure 2.4: GIST and HOG image descriptors for Figures 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) reveal differences in 
complexity and legibility 
 
    Finally, to further evaluate the models with more diverse human preference scores 
(Buhrmester, et al, 2011), an online survey is conducteds with additional participants using 
Amazon Mechanical Turk. The nature of the questionnaire was the same as shown in Rai (2013).     
Total of 30 different images of GI from Baltimore, MD are posted and asked 20 turkers to rate 
the images. After the turkers’ ratings are obtained, the human preference model is used to see 
how well it performs on the same 30 images using Pearson correlation coefficient (ρ). The 
correlation obtained is ρ = 0.83 for the turkers’ ratings and model predictions, which shows that 
the model can identify key features of GI spaces affecting human preference from visual scenes, 
despite the inherent variability in human preference ratings. 
    To improve performance and enable wider-scale prediction of human preferences (e.g., 
nationwide), machine learning models require a significant amount of data to learn better and 
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more efficient representation of features associated with human preferences. The next chapter 
introduces a novel framework for more efficiently collecting such data to address this limitation. 
2.5 Introduction to Brown Dog 
    The work presented in this dissertation is one of the use case of the Brown Dog project, which 
is funded by NSF Data Infrastructure Building Blocks (DIBBs) program. With the growing and 
diverse collection of modern scientific data, many research projects begin with data wrangling, 
manipulation, indexing, cleaning and preprocessing these long tail scientific data. Brown Dog 
aims to provide a common platform, which can alleviate some of the workload of data collection, 
conversion, and extraction which alone take sufficient amount of time in data driven scientific 
research. Through a REST API Brown Dog provides data transformations such as format 
conversions and content based extractions. The algorithms and models developed as a result of 
this work are built as REST API Brown Dog service and available through their public tool 
catalog. More information about the Brown Dog can be found at 
http://browndog.ncsa.illinois.edu/ 
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CHAPTER 3 
IDENTIFYING GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE FROM SOCIAL 
MEDIA AND CROWD-SOURCING 
	
3.1 Introduction 
	
    This chapter presents an approach to rapidly collect more diverse green infrastructure data for 
learning human visual preferences. The current methods, while producing gold standard data, 
involves manually taking pictures of streetscapes containing GI and can be a large investment of 
time and resources that does not scale well to larger scales. The methods proposed here, which 
use object detection methods from machine learning and computer vision to identify GI locations 
from aerial imagery, can generate more training data for GI preferences in much less time.  
    Automatic detection of landscape objects like buildings, roads, vegetation, etc. has been an 
active area of research in remote sensing as well as computer vision. With the advancement of 
high processing computing power and the development of computer vision algorithms, 
researchers are using aerial imagery data to perform object detection and the results have shown 
good performance (Yang et al., 2009).  
    GI are present in many parts of towns/cities, but their locations are often unknown, which 
makes collecting their ground view images difficult. The current approach in the field involves 
manual effort to identify GI locations from local contacts or reports and then traveling to the 
specific neighborhood and collecting the information by taking photographs or just noting the 
type of GI. This approach may miss some GI and is not scalable to provide rapid progress on 
data limitations. The field of computer vision concerns itself (Forsyth and Ponce 2003) with 
understanding the content of images, but no benchmark dataset for GI identification currently 
exists. Therefore, in this research the focus is on a hybrid approach, using the power of online 
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information (tags, post, etc.) available on social media as well as crowdsourcing tools such as 
Amazon Mechanical Turk, where participants (Turkers) are asked to annotate images. In this 
work, the primary focus is on identifying three specific GI types (urban trees; bioswales or rain 
gardens; and wetlands/ponds, or lakes) from aerial imagery data to address the following 
research question:   
RQ 1 – How accurately can landscape preferences be predicted from mining online 
information? 
    In order to answer RQ 1, the human preference model as described in 2.3 (Rai, 2013) is used, 
which is an image based machine-learning model. The human preference model learns the 
patterns (mapping from the Kaplan & Kaplan preference matrix) of what humans like in a 
landscape setting that increases or decreases their preference. The human preference model is 
trained on high-quality preference data (Yuan, 2010). But, these high standard survey data often 
come at the price of time and effort and can only be collected into a small amount. In order to 
learn better representations of landscape designs using machine learning, large amounts of data 
are needed at a much faster rate. Therefore, this chapter introduces a novel framework (addressed 
to RQ1) that can mine online information to predict human preferences for GI. 
3.2 Related Work 
	
    Object detection has a long history in the literature of computer vision research. Researchers 
have developed both methods for object detection and publicly available datasets for developing 
and comparing different object detection techniques. Some of the publicly available datasets 
include: (i) the INRIA dataset for person/pedestrian detection (Dalal, et al., 2005); (ii) the CMU-
MIT data set for face detection (Rowley et al, 1998); (iii) the ETH dataset (Ferari et al., 2006) for 
everyday life object; and many more. Research on object detection from aerial images includes 
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work by Ghaffarian, et al. (2014) for building detection; Xu et al. (2009) for identifying land-
use/cover; and Porway et al. (2010) for detecting hierarchies of scenes and objects. However, 
none of the previous work has identified special classes of natural landscapes, such as GI, that 
require detecting high variation in landscape features. There is also a lack of existing benchmark 
training data for these types of features. 
3.3 Methodology 
	
    The proposed framework for collecting the data and performing GI detection using supervised 
machine learning method has three primary steps as shown in Figure 3.1.   
 
Figure 3.1: Framework for obtaining the GRID dataset and detecting GI. 
 
    The subsequent sections introduce: (i) data Collection and data labeling mechanism used to 
create GRID dataset; (ii) building an object detection machine learning model; and (iii) 
evaluation and discussion of the learning from the results. 
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3.3.1 GRID Dataset 
    One of the most challenging aspects of this work was to create training images with identified 
(labeled) landscape objects. Two different approaches were used to collect the required data and 
create a dataset for other researchers to use and enhance: (i) Flickr and Instagram postings and 
(ii) Amazon Mechanical Turk & LabelMe tools.  
Flickr/Instagram Posting - The aerial images (containing the objects of interest) were gathered 
from social media platforms Flickr & Instagram, which provide access to users’ data through 
API services. The APIs (https://www.flickr.com/services/api/ and 
https://www.instagram.com/developer/) are used to obtain the required data using specific 
keywords (that define the landscape object) and extracted information such as the uploaded 
image, date/time of upload, and GPS coordinates of the image. A Python script is developed to 
access these APIs and obtain the relevant images along with their GPS coordinates, which can be 
found at (https://github.com/AnkitRai/Social-Media-Analysis-GI). The locations and dates of 
upload of the images were then used to extract aerial imagery of these locations from the Google 
Map API (http://maps.google.com).  
    Each target image was annotated manually to create ground truths. Ground truths are often 
used in the field of computer vision as a set of measurements (data) that are known to be more 
accurate than testing data. The annotator creates ground truths manually by segmenting the 
region of interest (ROI, in this case GI elements). In this work, an open source python based 
image object annotation tool was used (Tzutalin, 2015), which allows users to create a region of 
interest interactively. The region of interest (ROI) were annotated using a bounding box, and 
these annotations were used as a ground truth. These ground truths can serve as benchmarks for 
identifying green infrastructure from aerial imagery. The approach for collecting the data 
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(landscape objects) presented here can be used for any other landscape object as shown in 
section 3.5.  
Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (Mturk): The crowd-sourced platform Mturk is used to obtain 
more high-quality training data (Buhrmester et al., 2011). Mturk is an open online marketplace 
for getting work done by others at low cost (typically 1.5 cents per task, depending on the task). 
In order to annotate the images for the objects of interest, the LabelMe annotation tool is also 
used (Russel et al., 2008) along with Mturk. LabelMe is an open source image annotation tool 
that allows users to annotate different regions and boundaries of objects in an image using a 
polygonal annotation. After the annotation is completed, users can label the annotated region 
using text (e.g. tree, rain gardens, etc.). LabelMe also provides an interface to outsource the 
labeling and image annotation task to Amazon Mechanical Turk (Mturk) workers. The complete 
details and code for setting up LabelMe with Mturk can be found on github 
(https://github.com/CSAILVision/LabelMeMechanicalTurk) (Sorokin et al., 2008). In this work, 
the data collected from Mturk platform is proof of concept that larger amounts of useful data can 
be collected in future work.  
    The appearance of rain gardens and bioswales from an aerial view is very much dependent on 
the landscape pattern. For instance, rain gardens in humid northeast regions of the US would 
appear very different from ones in more arid west coast regions due to high variability in their 
landscapes. In order to capture this high variance, training datasets were built that include rain 
gardens and bioswales for four regions in the US (Northeast [NE], Midwest [MW], South [S], 
and West [W]) and trained a model for each region. However, only one dataset has been created 
for wetlands/ponds and trees, since their appearance does not change with landscape.  
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Figure 3.2: Aerial image with bioswale (left) and urban trees (right), showing bounding boxes as ground 
truth 
Data Augmentation: 
    In order to be rotation invariant, six orientations for every image in the dataset are created, and 
thus also increased our training data size (please refer to Table 3.1) 
 
 
  
  
Figure 3.3: Images from training set illustrating categories of the data. (Top row: rain gardens and 
bioswales in street-side corridors. Bottom row: Urban trees and wetlands) 
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Table 3.1: GRID dataset statistics (data = images) 
Class name NE MW S W Flickr/Instagram MTurk Total 
 
Rain 
gardens/Bio
swales 
94 101 97 94 386 50 2,616 
Wetlands/ponds 259 25 1,704 
Tree 847 25 5,232 
 
 3.3.2 Model Building 
    Once the labeled aerial images of the GI settings are collected, three different object detection 
computer vision algorithms are tested on the GRID dataset. These experiments are motivated by: 
(i) comparing the performance of several algorithms on the dataset, and (ii) providing some 
baseline results for researchers in the field to compare with other approaches. The approach and 
experimental set up of the different object detectors are described below. 
    All the models used were invariant to rotation since six orientations are used for each imagery 
data in the dataset. 
     In order to evaluate the performance of our model, the dataset was split with a ratio of 80-20 
as training and test (validation) set. The performance of the algorithms was tested on the 
validation set using three well-known quality measures (Aksoy et al., 2012), Ok et.al (2013) and 
Ok (2013): 
precision = | "# |"# $	| &# |		    (3.1) 
 
recall =      | "# |"# $	| &' |		   (3.2) 
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   F1 =  
!∗#$%&'(')**$%&,--#$%&'(')*.$%&,-- 		    (3.3) 
    where TP = number of positive classes that were correctly classified as positive, FP = number 
of negative classes incorrectly classified as positive, TN = number of negative classes correctly 
classified as negative, and FN = number of positive classes incorrectly classified as negative.  
In the subsequent sections, each modeling method is briefly introduced.  
3.3.2.1 The sliding window method (SVM) 
    The sliding window approach to object detection involves scanning the image with a fixed-
size rectangular window and applying a classifier to the sub-image defined by the window. The 
classifier extract features from within the window (sub-image) and returns the probability that 
the window bounds a particular object. 
    A standard support vector machine (SVM) with a linear kernel using the combination 
(concatenation) of three different visual features is implemented to learn the characteristics of 
each sub image: 
- HOG (Histogram of Oriented Gradients, Dalal et al. 2005) gives a 31- dimensional 
feature vector. HOG features are computed over rectangular regions represented by a grid 
of 16x16 blocks with an overlap of 8 pixels, with 9 orientation bins for each block (for 
unsigned orientations). 
- Local Binary Patterns (LBP) is a texture descriptor (Ojala et al., 2002) that computes a 
local representation of texture by comparing each pixel with its surrounding 
neighborhood of pixels. Histograms are constructed over the output of the LBP array 
containing 256 possible patterns, giving a 256-bin histogram as the final feature vector. 
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- Color histogram (Anami et al., 2010) is used to define the pixel color distribution in an 
image. A 256-bin color histogram is implemented for the RGB color space. 
    After concatenating the above three features from positive as well as negative samples for 
each GI type, a nonlinear SVM (Vapnik et al., 1992) along with an image pyramid (to create a 
scale-invariant model) is trained. Below is the algorithm used to detect GI:  
Manually create template (T) (cropping the object of
interest) ;
Cluster T based on 6 orientations for each region ;
if wetland and urban trees then
cluster templates using orientation;
end
Represent each cluster by 2 templates using the k-mediod
technique given by Rousseeuw et.al (1987) ;
Build image pyramid I;
for each layer in I do
Slide template T over I;
Compute cross correlation;
Choose threshold t ;
if cross correlation > t then
Record the location ;
end
end
Construct an image pyramid I ;
Each image I is scaled to 4 scales apart from original
size ;
for each level in pyramid do
Extract features (HOG, Color Hist., LBP) in each n x
m window ;
Train the classifier C ;
Slide window by 4x and 4y;
Record the bounding box (w) for object and
probability score of C ;
Remove all the redundant bounding box w using
non-maximum suppression technique ;
end
Record false positive detections ;
Retrain the classifier with the false positive samples (hard
negative mining) ;
 
    The model is fine-tuned for step size – the amount of shift (in pixels) between two positions of 
the sliding window – for optimal performance. Step sizes from 4 – 8 are then tested for all GI 
classes, and below is the optimal step size for each GI category. 
Table 3.2: Optimal step size parameter for each GI type in sliding window method 
GI category Step Size 
Rain gardens/ 
Bioswales 
8 
Urban Tree 4 
Wetlands/Ponds 6 
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3.3.2.2 Template matching (K-Medoid) 
    A standard template matching approach is also tested for object detection along with multi-
scale template matching where the template window slides over the target image for each level in 
the image pyramid as explained in the sliding window method above. The similarity between 
template image (t) and reference image is computed using the cross-correlation method: 
 
Cross correlation (image, t) = !"#$% &, ( -!"#$%' 	,	(. &, ( -.')0,1 		             (3.4) 
 
where image’ = mean of image and t’ is mean of template image. 
Manually create template (T) (cropping the object of
interest) ;
Cluster T based on 6 orientations for each region ;
if wetland and urban trees then
cluster templates using orientation;
end
Represent each cluster by 2 templates using the k-mediod
technique given by Rousseeuw et.al (1987) ;
Build image pyramid I;
for each layer in I do
Slide template T over I;
Compute cross correlation;
Choose threshold t ;
if cross correlation > t then
Record the location ;
end
end
Construct an image pyramid I ;
Each image I is scaled to 4 scales apart from original
size ;
for each level in pyramid do
Extract features (HOG, Color Hist., LBP) in each n x
m window ;
Train the classifier C ;
Slide window by 4x and 4y;
Record the bounding box (w) for object and
probability score of C ;
Remove all the redundant bounding box w using
non-maximum suppression technique ;
end
Record false positive detections ;
Retrain the classifier with the false positive samples (hard
negative mining) ;
	
3.3.2.3 Random Hough Forest 
    A non-window-sliding approach, Random Hough Forest algorithm (Gall et al., 2009), is also 
tested for its efficiency in GI detection. The detection of instances of an object class is 
accomplished via generalized Hough transform, where the detection of individual object parts 
cast probabilistic vote for possible locations of the centroid f the whole object. The model 
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performance is then fine-tuned for the number of trees. Because the GRID dataset is relatively 
small, only 20 trees and 3x3 patches found to be the optimal parameters for training. 
3.3.2.4 Sliding Window (Convolutional Neural Network) 
    Recent advancements in deep learning have improved the state-of-the-art accuracy in image 
recognition and detection tasks (Schmidhuber, 2015). Therefore, one of the deep learning 
methods, convolutional neural network (Krizhevsky et al., 2012), is also implemented as a robust 
classifier in the sliding window operations introduced in Section 2.2.1. Convolutional Neural 
Networks (CNNs) are strong feed-forward neural networks that are capable of automatically 
discover relevant contextual features in image recognition problems (LeCun et al., 1998).  
    The architecture given in Figure 3.2 is used to classify the image for object detection. The 
architecture was implemented in tensorflow (Abadi et al., 2016) with Graphical Processing Units 
(GPUs). GPU-based CNN implementation (Chellapilla, et al., 2004) has achieved processing 
speeds of up to four times faster than CPU CNNs. The following CNN architecture was trained 
on a single GPU node with 16 cores on the Blue Waters supercomputer 
(https://bluewaters.ncsa.illinois.edu/cluster-compatibility -mode).  
    There are three main types of layers in CNNs: convolutional layers (CONV Layer), Pooling 
layers (MAX POOL), and fully connected layers (FC). These layers are stacked together in a 
particular pattern as shown in Figure 3.4 and yields a CNN architecture. 
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Figure 3.4: Convolutional Neural Network Architecture 
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• CONV Layers: This layer is the core building block of Convolutional Neural Networks. 
The Conv layer parameters consist of a set of K learnable filters that correspond to the 
weights of the feature map and are fit during training. During each forward pass of the 
network, each of the K filters is slid across the width and height of the input volume 
(RGB image) and this process is called convolution. In that sense, the network “learns” 
filters that activate when they see a specific type of feature at a given spatial location in 
the input image. 
• RELU: Rectified Linear Units are activation functions commonly used in neural 
networks. They compute the function f(x) = max(0, x), i.e. it simply set any negative 
numbers at zeros.  
• Max Pool Layers: The primary function of the pooling layers is to progressively reduce 
the spatial size (width and height) of the input image. This reduces the number of 
parameters and computations in the network. The essential idea behind max pooling is to 
break up each feature map into equally sized tiles and compute the maximum value into 
the corresponding cell of the condensed feature map. 
• Fully connected layers: Neurons in FC layers have full connection to all activations in 
the previous layer as in the case of any typical feed-forward neural network. 
• Softmax: This is a normalized exponential function applied to the last layer of the 
network to guarantee that the output has a probability distribution (i.e., the values for 
every target class are between 0 and 1, and add to 1). 
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    As shown in Figure 3.4, the CNN architecture consists of 3 convolutional layers (Conv Layer) 
with 16, 32, and 64 feature maps. Each layer is followed by rectified linear units (RELU), then 
dropout (Srivastava et al, 2014) which is used for preventing overfitting. During training, 
dropout is implemented by only keeping neurons active with probability p (a hyper parameter) or 
setting it to zero otherwise. In this work, the CNN is trained with different dropout probabilities 
(0.5, 0.25, 0.20, and 0.15) and the optimal dropout probability was 0.25, which gave the highest 
F-score.  
    After the dropout, the network then continues with a max pooling layer of size 2 and stride 1. 
The main idea behind performing max pooling in CNN is to keep the kernels small and add some 
degree of down sampling instead (e.g., taking the average or maximum in this case of the pixel 
intensity at adjacent locations) and by introducing stride, which amounts to skipping some 
convolution operations. The final feature maps are flattened into a one-dimensional vector and 
fed into a fully connected layer with 32 units, followed by a softmax layer with size 3 for each 
target class (i.e. Urban Trees, RB, and Wetlands/Ponds) 
    For loss function, a cross entropy loss function (L) is used to optimize the CNN using a back-
propagation algorithm. The cross-entropy loss function has a fast convergence rate when training 
neural networks and is numerically stable (Bishop, 1995). If there is a set ℒ		 of possible classes, 
the target class labels are typically encoded as a vector of length |ℒ		| with values “1” for correct 
label else “0”.  
L = -"# 	#%&" 		|ℒ|)&" 		yk(i) log yk’(i)                   (3.5) 
where y = target label, y’ = predicted label for n training samples i = 1 . . . n.  
    The architecture is trained using a gradient decent optimizer with momentum (α= 10-2) 
(Schraudolph et al 1999) with optimal batch size of 50 for 30 epochs. During training, the input 
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images are randomly flipped and blurred in each batch to reduce over-fitting of the model. On 
Tensor flow this takes approximately 2 hours on a single node machine with GPU acceleration. 
3.4 Results & Evaluation 
	
    Figure 5 compares the performance of the four object detection models using F1 score 
averaged across all regions; the whiskers represent standard error of the mean. The Sliding 
Window (CNN) method consistently outperformed the Sliding Window (SVM), Template 
Matching (K-Medoid), and Random Hough Forest method. 
 
Figure 3.5: Average F1 score 
Table 3.3 also shows more detailed results for the second best performing algorithm, sliding 
window technique (SVM).  
Table 3.3: Results from sliding window technique for GRID dataset (RB = Rain garden/Bioswales) 
Class - Category Precision Recall F1 Score 
RB (Northeast) 0.77 0.71 0.73 
RB (Midwest) 0.75 0.81 0.77 
RB (South) 0.83 0.81 0.81 
RB (West) 0.88 0.78 0.82 
Urban Trees 0.74 0.92 0.83 
Wetlands/Ponds 0.72 0.80 0.76 
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    Table 3.3 shows that the performance of the Sliding Window (SVM) method for rain 
gardens/bioswales (RB) is poor and varying. This implies that the landscape object with varying 
appearances for different landscapes needs more discriminatory features to learn better 
representation.  
    However, with deep networks like CNN, which is spatial/shift, invariant in nature can learn 
strong representation irrespective of the variance in their landscape.  Figure 3.5 shows that using 
CNN as a classifier in sliding window operation for object detection is the best choice among the 
tested methods. The detection results indicate that the classifier (CNN) is able to perform better 
specifically on detecting RB category despite the high variance in their appearances. 
Furthermore, rain gardens/bioswales have very different shapes and texture based on the 
different regions within the US. For instance, Figure 3.6 second row both are rain gardens but 
have very different shape, texture, and color. CNNs were able to learn the lower as well as higher 
level of features to classifies both as RB category, whereas other methods were not able to 
perform well. One major things that makes CNNs better model as object of interests are very 
small and hard to discern from surrounding, the multi convolutional layers could pick up these 
abstractions well as compared to hand crafted features like HOG, color histogram, and LBP used 
in sliding window. Figure 3.6 below shows sample true positive results using CNN for GI 
Identification. 
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Figure 3.6: Sample true positive GI identification results: first row- urban trees and wetland, last two rows 
– rain garden and bioswales identification 
 
 
(a) 
 
                    (b) 
Figure 3.7: (a) False Negative result from Sliding Window method and (b) True Positive result from CNN 
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    Figures 3.7(a) and (b) show differences in the capabilities of sliding window method and 
convolutional neural network model respectively. The aerial image has very different lightning 
condition and bioswales are not completely green patches as seen in Figure 3.6 (c) to (f). In such 
scenario, hand-crafted features like color histogram and local binary features fail to identify such 
representation and results in false negatives, whereas, deep neural network can learn complex 
features using good amount of data and perform much better than sliding window method.  
    The results from the second best performing model – Sliding Window (SVM) – show that 
performance of the South and West rain-garden/bioswales detector is higher than the Northeast 
and Midwest detectors. The reason could be the presence of higher variance in the appearance 
(non-arid vs. arid landscape) in the former datasets than the latter one as shown in Figure 3.8. 
  
Figure 3.8: Sample rain garden image (left) from Midwest and (right) from west region 
 
  
Figure 3.9: Color histogram for figure 3.8 (left) and 3.8 (right) 
		
				Figure 3.8 shows that color distribution plays a significant role in the appearance of rain 
garden from west region and mid-west region landscape. A similar pattern is found in most GI 
imagery from different regions.	
    Also, since HOG is not robust to rotation (as per the definition of HOG), the addition of 6 
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rotations for each aerial image also played an important role in achieving better performance. 
This can be clearly seen from Figure 3.10 below, where the HOG for same GI but different 
orientations can produce different results.  
  
  
Figure 3.10: HOG variance to orientations 
  However, the performance of the urban tree detector declines in the presence of high tree 
canopy coverage since most of our training data contains urban locations with low tree density as 
shown in the Figure 3.11 below.  
 
Figure 3.11: Failure case – Detecting clusters of tree crowns 
 
    Finally, given that this framework is intended for detecting potential GI sites that can be 
investigated in more detail manually, it is more important to reduce the false positive detection 
rate. The hard-negative mining approach was successful in achieving this goal by improving the 
overall precision for RB class from 0.71 to 0.78. 
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3.5 Generalizability of Framework 
	
    It is important to see if the proposed framework (RQ 1) can be used for detecting other types 
of specific landscape objects. The same data collection method proposed in section 3.3.1 is used 
for collecting aerial images with known vacant lands/lots in Dallas, Texas. A total of eight 
hundred aerial images are collected containing the object of interest (vacant lots) using GPS 
locations of the images posted on Flickr and Instagram. To test whether the framework is generic 
and can be used for other landscape object detection, the best performing GI detection algorithm, 
CNN, is applied with Transfer Learning (Pan et al., 2010) to learn the representations from the 
new images. The main idea behind transfer learning is to use the information gained from one 
task for a different task. In particular, features that are learned by CNN in the first layer are 
always the same and resemble color blobs and Gabor filters (Yosinski et al., 2014). This implies 
that low level features are general and more task-specific features are learned deeper into CNN 
networks. Therefore, in transfer learning a neural network is initially trained on high quality and 
sufficiently large quantities of data, in this case the GRID dataset used in this work. The features 
learned in this CNN can then be transferred and used to train another network (CNN) on the new 
dataset (vacant lots).  
    In this case, the last convolution (Conv) layer of the trained CNN network is used as a feature 
extractor for another neural network with 2 hidden layers (optimal depth obtained using cross 
validation). A similar process was used by Razavian et al. (2015) for an image instance retrieval 
task. With eight hundred labeled data for vacant lots, the data are then split into 85%/15% 
training and testing sets. This approach achieved testing accuracy (F1 score) of 0.89. For 
comparison, an object detection model is trained solely for this dataset using the approach 
outlined in Section 3.3.2.1 (Sliding Window (SVM)). With the small training data set size (eight 
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hundred vacant lots), the average F1 score was just 0.59. This shows that better feature 
representation for geographic objects can be learned.  Figure 3.12 shows sample results for the 
detector.  
  
  
 
Figure 3.12: Sample true positive (top row) and false negative (bottom row) results for vacant lots 
detection from aerial imagery 
 
    Initial results indicated that the term vacant lots/empty lands could be ambiguous. For 
instance, an open space that is used for recreational activity could be considered vacant land and 
people can post it on social media. In order to address this problem, the efficacy of the model 
(trained using transfer learning on the GRID and vacant lots data obtained from social media 
platform) has also been tested against the vacant lots data collected from city of Dallas, TX (Li, 
2017). The data are extracted from 2016 Dallas County tax parcel data from the Dallas open-data 
portal (also City of Dallas GIS Services). Each record represents the centroid location of the 
corresponding parcel. The vacant lots parcels are further classified into five different categories: 
'Commercial - Vacant Plotted Lots/Tracts', 'Industrial - Vacant Plotted Lots/Tracts', 'Residential - 
Vacant Lots as Inventory', 'Rural Vacant - Less Than 5 Acres', and ‘SFR (Single Family 
Residence) - Vacant Lots/Tracts'. Twelve hundred data points were uniformly sampled to test 
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vacant lots from the aerial images. Geo-locations (lat./long.) were again queried to Google Map 
API to collect the aerial images. The average F1 Score is 0.81.  
    The above results demonstrate that the framework (shown in Figure 3.3) can identify landscape 
objects from aerial imagery using social media data with reasonable accuracy. However, in order 
to understand how the results map to human preferences for green infrastructure, ground views 
are needed instead of aerial views. Figure 3.13 shows the steps for extracting ground view 
images containing (landscape) objects of interest (e.g., rain gardens, bioswales, and urban trees) 
using the identified geo-locations. 
 
 
Figure 3.13: Steps involved in getting ground-view images from the identified geo-locations 
	
3.6 Validation of the Approach 
	
    In order to check the quality of preferences collected with the proposed framework, a 
statistical test is needed to validate whether the human preference data (ground-view images) 
obtained from the framework shown in Figure 3.13 are comparable to the high-quality survey 
data previously used to assess human preference. Studying human’s emotions and cognition is 
often a non-trivial task (Sullivan et al., 2011) and the gold standard for studying human 
preferences involves collecting data using carefully designed survey questionnaires. The current 
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approach as presented in the Appendix section involves showing images of urban landscape 
designs (Sullivan et al., 1994) to participants and asking how much they like the designs. 
Therefore, in order to check the quality of data obtained using the data science approach outlined 
above, two experiments are conducted using Amazon Mechanical Turk- a crowd sourcing 
platform. Below the set up and outcome of both experiments are briefly explained, which are 
limited to rain-gardens and bioswales. 
Experiment 1   
    Since the human preference model is trained on the survey data (images), the accuracy of its 
prediction drops when it assesses ground-view images obtained from Google/Bing street view 
API, since the images collected from the survey (using a standard 8 mega-pixel camera) have 
very different properties (lightning, field of view, shutter speed, resolution, etc.) as compared to 
images collected as shown in Figure 3.13. Hence, the machine-learning model fails to capture the 
features needed to assess human preference in the latter case. Therefore, in this experiment an 
Amazon Mechanical Turk study is conducted to collect human preference data on ground-view 
images collected using Google/Bing Map APIs. 
    In total two hundred-ground view images containing rain-gardens and bioswales were 
obtained using the framework introduced above. Previous research in studying human preference 
for urban landscape, it is found that the human preference follows Gaussian distribution with 
peak for preference score 3 and 4 (Sullivan et al., 1994). Therefore, before computed human 
preference score distribution for the images in order to evaluate the distribution shape as shown 
in Figure 3.14. The human preference score follows the normal distribution  
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Figure 3.14: Distribution of human preference score 
    In training supervised machine learning classifier, it is important that data are not imbalanced, 
in order to avoid building bias classifiers that predicts very well on one category of data than 
another category (Chawla et al., 2005). Therefore, from the above distribution the data are subset 
to avoid imbalance. There were total of 200 participants/Turkers participating in the study. The 
nature of the questionnaire is shown below. 
 
Figure 3.15: A sample survey questionnaire 
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    These additional new human preference data were fed into the human preference model.  The 
prediction accuracy of the model increases from 80.6% to 86.14% on the validation set. 
Therefore, it is clear that the additional ground view images collected using the proposed 
framework can improve the model’s accuracy in prediction human preference for such landscape 
elements like rain gardens and bioswales. 
Experiment 2 
    In this experiment, an additional two hundred rain-gardens/bioswales in the NE region of the 
US (Maryland, DC, New Jersey, and New York) are identified using the GI Identification 
framework and then ground view images of those identified locations are extracted as shown in 
Figure 3.13. The orientation and field of view parameters are fixed when using the API to ensure 
that all images have similar parameters. Similar to Experiment 1, the distribution of human 
preferences for the two hundred extracted images is computed using the human preference model 
and the results are shown in Figure 3.16. 
	  
Figure 3.16: Distribution of human preference for ground view images 
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   The distribution looks similar to Figure 3.14, so two hundred images are used in five different 
Amazon Mechanical Turk experiments, each having 50 questions similar to Figure 3.15 and 250 
participants/Turkers. The mean age of the participants is 25.4; there were 157 males and 93 
female participants. All of the participants live in the US. 
    From the above study, the average human preference score (real value) is computed for each 
image. To validate, the preference score using the human preference model is also measured and 
the Pearson correlation is computed between the two scores as shown below. 
	  
Figure 3.17: The correlation between Mturk preference score and model prediction 
 
    The Pearson correlation between the two scores is 0.87, which shows that the data obtained 
using the framework introduced in this work is similar to the data obtained using the current 
approach.  
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Outlier Error Analysis  
	
    The outlier images in Figure 3.17 are analyzed qualitatively in order to identify what patterns 
emerge for human preference model ratings that are less correlated to Mturk ratings. Figure 3.18 
shows these images: 
    
Figure 3.18: Sample outlier rain gardens/bioswales images 
    One of the repetitive patterns in the above outlier images is the prominent presence of humans 
and other objects (other than GI) such as the bus, car, and sign board. Exploring the training data 
for the human preference model revealed that less 1% of images in the training set contains such 
objects, which could be a possible reason for the presence of outliers in Figure 3.17.  
    To test this hypothesis, all of the images containing the identified patterns are removed from 
the human preference data to see if the correlation changes. The new Pearson correlation (r) 
improved to 0.93 from 0.87. Figure 3.19 shows the scatter plot after the removal of outliers with 
prominent objects besides GI, which indicates that non-GI outliers explain the outliers. Note that 
the human preference model discussed hereafter still uses all of the images, including images 
considered as outliers in this section, to ensure consistent data handling. 
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Figure 3.19: The correlation between Mturk preference score and human preference model post outlier 
removal 
3.7 Discussion and Implications 
	
    Identifying the locations of landscape objects like GI would reduce the efforts of collecting 
data for human preference studies manually, which can be a big investment in research. 
Researchers can collect and validate the data by street view images of the identified locations 
using Google or Bing maps. The work presented in this chapter can enable collecting training 
data for GI preferences at much larger scale. From Section 3.3 it is clear that the framework 
introduced in this chapter can generate comparable quality human preference data and can save 
time/effort of the researchers. The framework introduced in this chapter addresses the limitation 
of current approaches for collecting large amounts of preference data in a short span of time.  
    Preference study can also be considered as an approach to user-centered design, in which end 
users influence how a design takes shape. The design of a system where there is users’ 
involvement is not always intuitive or easy. It requires community input and mapping of users’ 
intentions and the required actions (in the case of GI design - preference), and is often prone to 
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the penalty of expertise (Norman et al., 1986), where professionals focus on the quality of the 
end product/design based on their own specialized skills and knowledge and fail to incorporate 
uncertainty and variability in human taste. Data collected with the methodology presented in this 
chapter can address the disadvantages of the penalty of expertise by using social media and 
crowd-sourcing platforms as a participatory framework for identifying community-specific 
needs, constraints, and preferences. 
    To this end, the model developed from this work has been deployed as a Brown Dog extractor 
tool catalog for public use. More details on the extractor and the service it provides can be found 
at https://browndog.ncsa.illinois.edu/toolscatalog/tools/58346aff5a0500a51510ac6d. 
3.8 Limitations & Future Work 
	
    In future work, more recent object localization methods such as Fast R-CNN (Girshick, 2015) 
can also be implemented to improve the performance of object detection. A regression head 
would be added to the last convolutional layer in CNN and used to regress coordinates and sizes 
of a fixed number of bounding boxes. The rest of the trained network, that is the classification 
head, is then used to classify each object present in each of those bounding boxes.  
    The detector could also be trained explicitly on rain gardens and bioswales as two different 
categories rather than one category by adding more training images to the dataset. Furthermore, 
the computational speed of the framework introduces in this chapter can be improved by 
parallelizing the sliding window (CNN) operation. Lastly, the human preference model can be 
re-trained with more diverse GI data sets, so that it is robust and efficient for images containing 
humans, cars, and other objects along with GI objects. 
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CHAPTER 4 
SOCIAL MEDIA ANALYSIS FOR LANDSCAPE PREFERENCES 
 
    In recent years, social media has revolutionized how people communicate and share 
information. One function of social media is to share sentiments and emotions with others, which 
can be used to study user’s interests and emotion about a topic. This chapter focuses on 
understanding human preferences through the language used in social media. Section 4.1 
provides an introduction to the topic, followed by a summary of the social media data collection 
process in Section 4.2, methodology in Section 4.3, and results and conclusions in Sections 4.4 
and 4.5, respectively. 
4.1. Introduction & Background Literature 
    With the rapid growth of social networks, microblogging applications, and forums, people 
have begun to express their opinions and emotions on a wide variety of topics on Twitter and 
other similar services (Bing, 2012). Studying the content of social media has been shown to be 
an efficient way of studying social behavior (Zhang et al., 2011). Sentiment analysis or opinion 
mining is the computational study of people’s behavior toward entities, individuals, issues, 
events, topics, and their attributes (Liu et al., 2012).  
    Recent work has demonstrated the potential of using social media information for social 
measurement such as studying public opinion and behavior for social policies, election results, 
etc. (Schober et al., 2016). As stated in Chapter 3, traditionally, the most predictive and accurate 
method for social measurement has been sample surveys that ask carefully crafted questions. 
However, these social surveys come with a significant investment in time, effort, and expense, 
which has created limits on the quantity of data that have been captured. Previous work has 
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shown that researchers can leverage the power of social media platforms and represent the 
population accurately, even though individuals who contribute to the social media corpus are not 
sampled in a representative way (O’ Connor et al., 2010): Tumasjan et al., 2010). 
    In one study of consumer sentiment, Twitter content was shown to correlate highly with the 
answers to survey questions that contribute to Gallup’s Economic Confidence Index (Schober, et 
al., 2016). There have been numerous studies of election forecasting based on the number of 
mentions for a specific political party or candidate on different social media platforms (Tumasjan 
et al., 2010; Ceron et al., 2014; Fu and Chan, 2013). Recent work by Schwartz et al. (2016), 
demonstrated the potential of social media content for predicting individual wellbeing, as 
measured by a life satisfaction scale from the language used on social media.  
    Wood et al. (2013) presented a method to estimate visitation rates at various recreational sites 
around the world using social media information from a platform such as Flickr. People upload 
photos of the monuments and researchers use geolocations from the pictures. However, none of 
the previous work has studied landscape preference using information from social media.  
    This work is the first to explore the potential of social media platforms such as Twitter, Flickr, 
and Instagram to provide insights on human preferences for specific green infrastructure (rain 
gardens, bioswales, urban trees, and wetland/ponds). As mentioned previously, human 
preferences for GI, which have a psychological link with human well-being (Sullivan et al. 
2004), is based on visual aesthetics of landscapes that include GI designs. Therefore, the 
psychological emotions (sentiments) related to GI are studied in this work using the information 
posted on social media. Techniques such as natural language processing and qualitative methods 
are used to assess the natural language in posts that contain information related to visual reaction 
or feelings associated with landscape designs.  
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Specifically, this chapter addresses the following research questions: 
RQ 2 – How reliable are GI commentaries extracted from social media?  
RQ 3 -  What drives landscape preferences, based on the content of social media postings 
about green infrastructure? 
4.2. Data Collection 
    Twitter, Flickr, and Instagram developer public API (as per the guidelines set forth by their 
terms & services) are used to collect tweets, posts, comments, and associated metadata. The data 
are restricted to be originated from the US to obtain sentiments about GI within the US. No 
information about the personal identification of any user/post is included, and full anonymity has 
been observed in this research.  
    The following keywords are used to crawl the APIs – rain garden, rain-garden, bioswales, bio-
swales, bio swales, urban trees, wetland, ponds, and retention ponds. Table 4.1 shows the 
statistics of the data. 
Table 4.1: Data collected between June 2015 and January 2016 
Topics Twitter (tweets) 
Flickr 
(posts/comments) 
Instagram 
(posts/comments) 
Rain Gardens 14,831 256 234 
Bioswales 8,433 122 156 
Urban Trees 42,975 734 432 
Wetlands/Ponds 4,561 57 89 
	
4.3.	Methodology	
    The framework developed in this work for understanding human preferences using social 
media is shown in Figure 4.1. The framework consists of three phases: (1) data annotation, 
filtering data for visual vs functional information relevant to the landscape, and then 
preprocessing data for the second phase; (2) lexical sentiment analysis; and (3) analyzing 
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correlations between image-based and text-based preference scores. In the third phase, validation 
of the findings using social media analysis with surveys from Amazon Mechanical Turk (Mturk) 
is presented. Each phase is described in the following sub-sections.  
 
Figure 4.1: Framework for social media analysis of human preferences 
4.3.1 Phase 1: Data Preparation 
    Several automatic techniques (e.g. topic modeling) in natural language processing allow 
researchers to extract relevant information from social media. However, these methods may not 
be able to identify complex concepts hidden in the text. For example, in the case of human visual 
preferences for GI, text that references only visual aspects of GI are important, irrespective of 
non-visual information (e.g., aspects of its function). Therefore, the social media contents are 
qualitatively analyzed using codebook development, which addresses RQ 2. The subsequent sub-
sections discuss: (i) codebook development for annotating social media data (text) to create 
ground truth data; (ii) building a supervised text classifier using the data from (i) for filtering 
visual versus non- visual text for GI; and (iii) data preprocessing.  
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4.3.1.1. Data annotation: Codebook development and annotation schema 
    Codebooks are needed to instruct annotators how to systematically label data. While applying 
a codebook is a deductive technique, developing such a rule set is an inductive and explorative 
text coding technique. To create codebooks, a three-step procedure is used. First, define what 
makes a post/comment relevant to a) landscape elements (e.g., containing bioswales and rain 
gardens), and then b) human preference for specific landscape elements. The resulting codebook 
contains precise definitions and examples (excerpt shown in Tables 4.2 and 4.3) for what 
constitutes text relevant to GI (especially visual appearances of GI) versus functional aspects of 
storm water management. Two separate codebooks for Flickr and Instagram are created and then 
the raw data is cleaned for consistent font size and type. Then one of the human annotators was 
trained to label all 653 text segments relevant to rain gardens and bioswales category.  
    Developing the codebook is an iterative task (Thomas, 2006). Each of the two coders 
(graduate students) used Microsoft Word text editor to read the comments/posts and tweets and 
categorize text segments. In order to label each text segment, the author first explained the task 
to the other annotator, since the author is the second annotator. Each annotator was provided 20 
random text segments and, after the first annotation, both annotators went through each sentence, 
discussed the chosen categories, and closely analyzed the annotations and disagreements. In 
addition to cross annotation, three check points were also designed during the entire process to 
get feedback from each annotator and resolve any issues. It was important to make sure that the 
annotator has a good understanding of the task and codebook. 
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Table 4.2: What makes the comment/post related to GI? 
Relevant to GI? (rain 
gardens/bioswales) 
Definition 
Yes A comment/post is relevant to specific GI (e.g., 
bioswales) only if it contains specific keywords (relevant 
to landscape objects of interest for bioswales, rain 
gardens, trees, etc.) and the main subject of the comment 
is related to that specific GI. 
e.g.: “Pretty bioswales!! #communitygarden #greencity 
#urbangreen” 
No A comment/post that does not contain the specific 
keywords and does not have GI as its subject. 
e.g.: “Hey, nice page dope, lets connect add me on fb the 
link is on my IG bio and lets follow each other on here. I 
am always looking for friends and people to network 
with as well. Have a good day” 
 
Table 4.3: What makes the comments/posts appear to be informative for human preference regarding rain 
gardens/bioswales? 
Theme 
(Visual/Functional) 
Definition 
Visual A comment/post that describes visual appearances of GI 
rather than its functionality as storm-water management 
practices. 
e.g.: “Good job!  I like your green infrastructure 
#bioswale design and layout.” 
Functional A comment/post that discusses the functionality of GI. 
e.g.: “Nitrogen moves through soil fairly quickly and 
can be easily washed away by rain using rain garden.” 
 
    Once both annotators completed the annotation, a close study of the annotations and 
weaknesses in annotations is performed to improve inter-coder reliability. Weighted Cohen’s 
Kappa coefficient (McHugh, 2012) is used to compute the inter-coder reliability for categorical 
data. Figure 4.2 shows the framework involved in creating the codebook. 
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Figure 4.2: Codebook development framework 
 
    Two separate codebooks for Flickr and Instagram are created in this work. At the initial 
iteration of coding, the average inter-coder reliability was 70%. However, with close discussion 
and further refining the definition of what makes specific GI posts relevant to human preference, 
which is about how GI looks (visual) and also what they feel and react when they see it the inter-
coder reliability improved. The final inter-coder reliability significantly improved to 98% after 
four to five iterations. Three checkpoints during the entire process are also designed to get 
feedback from the annotators and resolve any issues, as well as to ensure that the 
annotators/coders have a good understanding of the task and codebook. 
    The codebook development step creates annotated data as summarized in Tables 4.4 and 4.5. 
The data are then used to create a binary classifier for predicting visual/non-visual text as input 
to the data preprocessing step.  
Table 4.4: Class label for the Flickr data (total post/comments = 378) 
#comments/posts 
(text segments) Theme 
312 Visual reaction 
15 Functionality 
 
Table 4.5: Class label for the Instagram data (total posts/comments = 390) 
#comments/posts 
(text segments) Theme 
284 Visual reaction 
42 Functionality 
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 4.3.1.2.  Data preprocessing 
    Preprocessing of the tweets, comments, and posts is performed before the sentiment analysis 
methods is applied. Below are the steps taken to preprocess the data: 
(a) Tokenization – The input string is broken down into tokens (words, phrases, or other 
elements like URL links). ArkTweetNLP library (Gimpel et al (2011)) is used, which was 
developed to work with tweets such as hashtag, retweets (RT), @mentions, emoticons, and 
commonly used social media abbreviations such as gr8, lol, etc. 
(b) Stemming and Lemmatization - This is the process of replacing words with their stems or 
root word, such as “run” for “running.” The textblob library(textblob.readthedocs.io) is used for 
this process. 
(c) Stop Words Removal – Stop words are words that perform connection functions in sentences, 
such as prepositions, articles, etc. Stop words are removed using the popular natural processing 
language library called Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK; Bird, 2006). 
(d) Negation Handling –Sentiment classification techniques often suffer due to negation 
modifiers. Negation modifiers, such as the word “not,” modify the sentiment of the associated 
word (Ghag et al., 2016). The negation handling functionality provided by NLTK is used to 
address this concern. The negation handling is performed by checking all of the tokens in the 
documents for the presence of negation words such as “never”, “nothing”, “haven’t”, “don’t”, 
etc. using the regular expression technique, which can identify tokens that are already marked as 
negation words. The NLTK’s sentiment module also adds a suffix “NEG” to words that match 
the pre-defined negation tokens (http://www.nltk.org/api/nltk.sentiment.html). 
(e) Subjectivity and Objectivity – For sentiment mining from short messages such as Tweets, it is 
important to know whether a user has expressed a personal opinion or not. For this study, 
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peoples’ opinions about GI are needed. Therefore, the subjectivity of the text is measured using 
Textblob NLP library. The subjectivity score ranges from 0 to 1, where 1 is completely 
subjective and 0 is completely objective. All of the tweets, posts, and comments are filtered with 
a minimum subjectivity score of 0.5 to capture opinions only. 
4.3.1.3. Classifying text for visual-reaction vs. functional information  
    Human preference, as explained previously, is a visual preference. Therefore, it is essential 
that the social media text in comments, posts, and Tweets contain specific information related to 
visual attributes of GI. Manually annotated data from the codebook (Section 4.3.1(i)) has been 
used as input training data to a supervised machine learning classifier. The bag of words is used, 
which is the model that represents the text data as numerical features. The fundamental idea 
behind the bag of words model is to use the vocabulary of unique tokens for instance words from 
the training corpus document. N-grams features are used to train the supervised machine 
learning algorithm. In natural language processing, n-grams are generally the “n” contiguous 
sequence of words, letters, or symbols in the vocabulary used to build the bag of words. 
    A linear support vector machine (SVM) (Vapnik et al. 1995) classifier is trained using a 5-fold 
cross validation technique for accuracy assessment, as shown in Figure 4.3.  
 
Figure 4.3: Work flow for classifying visual landscape attributes from social media information 
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Feature selection  
 
    Salient features such as unigrams, bigrams, and trigrams (Kanaris et al. 2007) are considered 
in this work. After preprocessing the annotated data, removing stop words, and removing words 
with less than five occurrences, the top 400 unigrams, 300 bigrams, and 100 trigrams are selected 
using their tf-idf (term frequency – inverse document frequency) values as shown in Equation 
(4.1) (Ullman et al. 2011).  
 
tf.idf (t, d) = tf (t, d) x idf (t, d)  (4.1) 
where, tf (t, d) is term frequency and idf (t, d) can be calculated as follows: 
 
idf (t, d) = log !"#$"%	(",)),			    (4.2) 
Where, nd is the total number of the documents and df (t, d) is the number of documents d that 
contain the term t. Table 4.6 shows some sample top features. 
 
Table 4.6: Sample top features 
UNIGRAM (BASELINE)   BEAUTIFUL, GREEN, COLOR, CLEAN, FLOWERS  
  
UNIGRAM + BIGRAM  BEAUTIFUL, CLEAN, FLOWERS, OVER FLOW, CURB SIDE, FLOWERS, RICH VARIETY 
 
UNIGRAM + BIGRAM 
+TRIGRAM  
   
 
BEAUTIFUL, GREEN, CLEAN, FLOWERS, RICH VARIETY, CURB SIDE, WATER 
OVER FLOW  
 
    Note in Tables 4.4 and 4.5 that annotation data from both Flickr and Instagram have high class 
imbalance; i.e., having more annotated data for visual class than functionality class. This class 
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imbalance can bias the classification model such that the accuracy for visual instances will be 
higher than other class instances. In order to address this problem, previous research has 
developed methods for over-sampling and under-sampling (Chawla et al., 2005). 
4.3.2.  Lexicon Based Sentiment Analysis 
 
    Using only the labeled texts for the visual-reaction category (4.3.1.3), text sentiment analysis 
is then applied using a lexicon-based approach. Lexicon-based approach is an unsupervised 
machine learning technique that utilizes a dictionary of words with pre-calculated sentiment 
scores. The advantage of this approach over sentiment analysis with a supervised classification 
method is that no training data are required (e.g., labeled examples for landscape preferences).  
    A comprehensive and high-quality lexicon is usually essential for meaningful sentiment 
analysis. In this work, three popular and public lexicons are leveraged that have been previously 
validated and widely used by sociologists, psychologists, linguistics, and computer scientists. All 
three lexicons are valence-based; i.e., the associated text terms with the strength of the sentiment 
are expressed in the text. Since previous research in environmental psychology has measured 
human preference on a five-point scale (Sullivan, 1994), the sentiment score is divided into five 
categories: [-1, -0.5, 0, 0.5, 1].  
Below, each of the three lexicons used in this work is briefly explained: 
1. SentiWordNet (Fellbaum, 1998) 
This is the most widely-used lexicon for sentiment analysis in the English language. It is 
an extension of WordNet, which consists of 147,306 words (Fellbaum, 1998).  This 
lexicon is included because it is non-static (i.e., it is frequently updated with new lexicas). 
2. SenticNet (Havasi et al., 2012) 
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SenticNet is an affective lexicon resource for concept-level opinion and sentiment 
analysis. It contains a total of 14, 244 lexicons.  
3. PERMA (Shwartz et al., 2016) 
This is also one of the publicly-available lexicon that provides a sentiment score for 
predicting individual well-being using P-E-R-M-A dimensions (below) from text used in 
microblogging social media services. 
P – Positive Emotions, E – Engagement, R – Relationships, M – Meaning, and A – 
Accomplishment 
    All of the above-mentioned lexicons are combined with emoticon scores (Hogenboom et al., 
2013) because the lexicons do not account for emoticons used in microblogging messages such 
as tweets. Each of the emoticons are manually entered into the lexicon corpus with their 
associated sentiment scores. Table 4.7 gives a list of the emoticons used in this work, which were 
the most frequent emoji appearing in the GI data. 
Table 4.7: Emoticons and their sentiment scores. 
Emoticons Score 
:-D, =D, (^ _^) Happiness (+1) 
:-( , =( Sadness (-1) 
 
    To compute the sentiment, the mean score of the results from each method is used. To avoid 
bias introduced by one lexicon-based score of a single posting, the Euclidian distance is 
computed between each of the methods’ scores and the mean of the two closest values is used for 
the sentiment score. If all three lexicons are equidistant, the total mean of all three is used. Figure 
4.4 shows the details.  
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Figure 4.4: Algorithm to compute the average sentiment score 
4.4. Results 
    In this section, results are presented on visual reaction vs. functional text classification from 
Section 3.1.3 using the GI data limited to the category rain gardens and bioswales from Table 4.4 
and 4.5. Table 4.8 also presents the results from the SVM binary classification for predicting 
visual/functionality category in text using three different n-grams features. 
 
Table 4.8: Result of the visual/functional classification using 5-fold cross validation 
Features F1 
Unigram (Baseline) 46.2 
Bigram 54.1 
Trigram 55.2 
Unigram+Bigram+Trigram 67.5 
 
    From these classification results, using all three combined features is clearly the best approach 
for building the classifier. Note that the average F1 increases from unigram to bigram, bigram to 
trigram, and is the highest for the combination (after removing the repetitive unigrams from 
bigrams and trigrams).  The examples given in Table 4.6 explains this pattern, as the tokens 
(words in this case) for GI visual-reaction data become more understandable with combinations 
of words that define the visual attributes of the designs. For example, ‘water over flow’ is a 
trigram that better represents the important GI function of preventing water from over flowing 
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than any of the words alone. Similarly, the unigram ‘green’ does not provide significant 
information for the model to classify the text as visual-reaction versus functional, whereas the 
bigram ‘green color’ provides more information that improves classification accuracy. 
    Once the text contents for only visual category are filtered, the lexicon-based sentiment 
analysis described above is applied (Section 4.3.2) on the GI data. This section analyzes how 
well text-based sentiment scores from Flickr and Instagram images align with image-based 
human preference scores computed as given in Section 1.1.4. All of the results examine the case 
study of rain gardens and bioswales data presented in Table 4.1.  
    The average sentiment score is a floating value between -1 and +1 with 5-scale classes as 
described in Section 4.3.2.  Table 4.9 shows the alignment of the sentiment scores with 
landscape preferences.  
Table 4.9: Alignment of sentiment scores with five-scale preference rating 
-1	 [-1,	-0.45]	
-0.5	 (-0.45,	-0.2]	
0	 (-0.2,	0.2]	
0.5	 (0.2,	0.6]	
+1	 (0.6,	1]	
    Figure 4.5 shows the histogram of the sentiment average score using the algorithm shown in 
Figure 4.4 for the combined lexicon (SentiWordNet, SenticNet, and PERMA). The score refers 
to five-class visual preferences ranging from -1 to +1, where -1 is the most negative, 0 is the 
neutral response, and +1 is the most positive response. From Figure 4.5, it can be noted that 
sentiments about GI designs are either highly positive or negative, with very few neutral 
sentiments. This confirms that people use social media to express either positive or negative 
emotions (Thelwall et al. 2012). Furthermore, it is interesting to observe that the sentiment 
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distribution is very similar for both of the social platforms, Flickr and Instagram.  The quality of 
images on Flickr is also found to be better quality than on Instagram, since more professional 
photographers use Flickr than Instagram. Furthermore, the average number of comments made 
on Instagram GI images were about 1.5 times more than Flickr.  
 
 
Figure 4.5: Sentiment score distribution for raingardens/bioswales 
 
    As described in Figure 4.2, it is important to understand whether the sentiments from textual 
information using social media can align with image-based human preferences. Twenty-five 
images/posts/comments from Flickr and another twenty-five from Instagram are randomly 
sampled. The image-based human preference score (Section 1.2) and text-based sentiments for 
each image and their respective comments in the sample is then computed. 
 
Figure 4.6: Correlation between text-based sentiment and image-based preference score 
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    The Pearson correlation (ρ) coefficient between the two score vectors and obtain ρ = 0.72 for 
the correlation between text-based sentiment scores and human preference scores is computed 
and shown in Figure 4.6.  
4.4.1 Domain Adaptation of Lexicons 
     The lexicons used in this work have been previously used to predict sentiments from the text. 
However, they are still not specific to the domain of landscape preference. Gezici et al. 2015 has 
shown how adapting lexicons’ polarity (i.e., the positive or negative sentiment of each term in 
the lexicon) with domain-specific labels can often enhance the efficiency of sentiment 
prediction. This section presents and analyzes domain adaptation of the lexicons for GI sentiment 
prediction. 
    The basic idea behind adapting lexicons is to understand and learn specific polarities relevant 
to the domain (Demiroz et al. 2012). To do that, the occurrence of words with positive and 
negative labels in a given domain, which is GI in this case, is analyzed. The labels of the 
domain-specific (GI) words are collected from Mturk sentiment projects, where Turkers labeled 
500 raingardens and bioswales comments/posts and Tweets for the strength of sentiment 
expressed in the text. Figure 4.7 shows a sample screenshot of the experiment. 
 
Figure 4.7: Sample Mturk experiment screenshot for sentiment labels on GI-specific text 
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    A total of 250 comments/posts are used from both Flickr and Instagram and all Turkers were 
recruited within the US, with an average age of 31.4. The sentiment labels, as shown in Figure 
4.7, are collected to map the sentiments in the range [-1,1] onto five-scale ratings. Once the 
labeled data are collected and cleaned/preprocessed as described in Section 4.3.1, the domain-
specific words are divided into two classes – positive and negative (Demiroz et al. 2012). The 
words common in both domain-specific and domain-independent lexicon (Section 4.3.2) 
dictionaries are retained. 
    For adapting the polarity of domain-independent lexicons, the polarity of a word is updated if 
the occurrence of this word in labeled data strongly suggests different polarity than domain- 
independence. For instance, if a word’s polarity is dominantly positive in labeled data but 
otherwise in general lexicons, its dominant polarity in domain-independent lexicons is updated. 
    In order to analyze which words have dominant polarity in either class (+/-), tf.idf scores are 
computed first for each word in both positive- and negative-class dictionaries. A number of 
variants of tf.idf computations have been proposed; the following is used in this work: 
tf.idf (wi, +) = loge (tf (wi, +) + 1) x loge (N/df(wi))     (4.3) 
tf.idf (wi, -) = loge (tf (wi, -) + 1) x loge (N/df(wi))     (4.4) 
where the first term is scaled-term frequency and the second term is scaled-inverse document 
frequency. The df(wi) is the number of documents that contain the word wi and N is the number 
of documents (i.e., positive and negative in our case). 
    The ∆(tf)idf is then computed as a measure of polarity adaptation of a word (Demiroz et al. 
2012). 
        ∆(tf)idf (wi) = [ tf (wi, +) – tf (wi, -)] x idf(wi)       (4.5) 
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    If a disagreement is observed between the lexicon-based (domain independent) polarity score 
and ∆(tf)idf score of a word, the polarity of the same word is changed. The approach of 
‘flipping’ proposed by Gezici et al. (2015) has been used, which involves simply changing the 
polarity to the reverse if disagreement occurs. Table 4.10 present sample results of 
agreement/disagreement between lexicon polarity and ∆(tf)idf, along with a few sample words 
with adapted polarity to GI preference domain. 
Table 4.10: Comparison of ∆(tf)-idf and lexicon polarity 
wi 
∆(tf) 
(wi) 
Polarity 
(wi) 
Result 
treat 
neat 
dirty 
beautiful 
16.31 
12.04 
-6.7 
9.51 
0.74 
0.66 
-0.45 
0.87 
Agreement 
soil 
capture 
detain 
developed 
drainage 
11.46 
6.01 
4.57 
-8.23 
-5.30 
-.021 
-0.75 
-0.5 
0.54 
0.63 
Disagreement 
 
    For example, the word “detain” has negative polarity in lexicons, whereas in GI preference 
context it has positive sentiments. This is captured as disagreement between ∆(tf)-idf score and 
lexicon polarity. Table 4.11 presents examples of words with adapted polarities. 
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Table 4.11: Sample words with domain-adapted polarities 
Word Lexicon based Updated 
sufficient - 0.53 + 0.53 
curbs - 0.66 + 0.66 
movement + 0.77 - 0.77 
flow + 0.45 - 0.45 
 
 
Figure 4.8: Correlation between text-based sentiment and image-based preference scores after domain 
adaptation 
     
    After adapting the polarities of all thirty-six common words, the Pearson correlation between 
text-based and image-based human preference scores improved from ρ = 0.72 to 0.77 (Figure 
4.8) with 95% confidence level.  
4.5. Conclusions and Discussion 
    This work demonstrates that the textual information from social media can be a valuable 
potential source for studying landscape preferences. Two research questions are addressed here. 
First, social media textual information is analyzed to find whether relevant GI commentaries can 
be extracted from social media by creating a codebook. The codebook provided labels for visual 
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reaction and functional category. The results are then used to develop a supervised classification 
algorithm, which classifies any text sentence for its relevance to human preference and can be 
used to filter textual information that does not contain information relevant to preferences. The 
contribution of the codebook and classifier presented in this work is not only limited to studying 
GI preferences but can be extended to other types of landscape elements. Furthermore, the work 
also broadens our understanding about how individuals communicate over social media and 
express their views and opinions about the landscape. 
    Second, sentiment analysis is performed on the comments/posts made on GI images, limiting 
the study to the specific types of GI (rain gardens and bioswales) collected from Flickr and 
Instagram. The correlation between human preference score (made on images and collected 
using Mturk) and the sentiment score predicted on the comments made on all of the same images 
is 0.77 after domain adaptation of the lexicons. This shows that useful insights on human 
preferences can be gleaned from social media text, which provides a significant new data source 
that can scale to much larger geographic extents than current approaches. Furthermore, the 
framework introduced here can likely be used for understanding human preferences, such as park 
amenities, recreational spaces, and historical monuments. 
    Finally, apart from the social media platforms used in this work, other crowdsourced landscape 
data from online sources (e.g., newspaper articles, blog postings, and associated comments) 
could be collected and analyzed for insights on human preferences. While the data from social 
media have been studied and analyzed by many researchers, one critical question remains about 
the utility of social media data for long-term research, which is how to accommodate rapid 
changes in internet industries and social media platforms. The answer could be to continue to 
validate data collected from newer social media services with survey data as part of the data 
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collection strategy. In this work, all findings from social media data have been validated against 
data collected from Mturk; this approach also proved valuable for future research.  
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CHAPTER 5 
IDENTIFYING FEATURES RELEVANT TO LANDSCAPE 
PREFERENCES  
 
    The results from the previous chapter demonstrate that social media information can be used 
to understand human preferences for landscape elements. In this chapter, the textual information 
from social media introduced in chapter 4 is used to analyze descriptive and lexical features that 
are relevant to higher or lower preferences. Section 5.1 gives an introduction to the topic and the 
research question, Section 5.2 provides an overview of the social media datasets used, Section 
5.3 presents the methodology, and Sections 5.4 and 5.5 provide the results and conclusions, 
respectively. 
5.1 Introduction & Background Literature 
    Jiang et al. (2015) provide evidence that people prefer landscapes with higher tree densities 
and shrubs. GI designs often involve perennial plants that can be cluttered and have rich 
diversity. Van den Berg et al. (2003) suggests that people who are exposed to the landscape 
settings that they prefer are less prone to stress, anxiety, etc. Therefore, landscape preference 
provides more evidence about human health than merely liking or disliking a setting. Jian et al. 
(2015) suggests that people prefer places that help them in recovering from stress.  
    Kaplan & Kaplan (1989) state that human preferences for landscape elements are often 
immediate and unconscious reactions to a design or setting. Living in preferred environments has 
tremendous impact on health and mental restoration (Wulp, 2003). Researchers in landscape 
architecture and urban planning have been studying the link between landscape designs and 
human well-being and studies suggest that landscapes with trees and natural features are more 
preferred environments (Sullivan, 1994). Todorova et al. (2004) state that planting shorter plants 
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and flowers can increase preference. Ulrich (1993) found that messy plantings, which are 
commonly used in GI features, can lower preference for a landscape. Other research by Nassauer 
(1995b) showed that people do not prefer messy landscape settings, which are perceived as 
poorly maintained and unsafe due to crime potential.  
    Recent work by Suppakittpaisarn (2017) examined preference for various type of GI settings 
within the US. The categories identified by Suppakittpaisarn (2017) for GI preference are: messy 
bio-retention, lawn and retention ponds, green roofs, neat bio-retention, trees, and flowers. 
Suppakittpaisarn also compared preference rating changes between the categories.  
    This chapter explores whether social media information can provide insights similar or more 
than Suppakittpaisarn (2017) on which landscape features affect human preferences. Korpela and 
Hartig (1996) state that if people do not like the environment they live in, they are less likely to 
spend time outdoors. Furthermore, GI designs that are not preferable may face stakeholder 
resistance or maintenance problems (e.g., vandalism) (Kaplowitz, et al., 2012). Therefore, it is 
important to incorporate people’s preferences in designing future GI.  
    This chapter addresses this need through topic modeling, statistical analyses, and qualitative 
analysis of social media postings on GI. Specifically, the following research question is 
addressed: 
RQ 5: How do specific GI features identified in social media relate to human preference? 
    The subsequent sections present the methodology to address the research question, results, and 
conclusions. Like the previous chapter, the results focus on the specific GI landscape elements 
called rain gardens and bioswales. 
5.2. Datasets 
    To study features in social media postings, the Flickr and Instagram data described in Chapter 
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4 (Section 2) are used. In order to answer RQ 5, the data are divided into two groups (A and B) 
as shown in Figure 5.1.  
 
Figure 5.1: Data representation in Group A and B 
 
    Group A contains 200 images randomly sampled from Flickr and Instagram to preserve an 
equal number of images in each category (i.e. 40 images for each human preference [1-5] class). 
For Group B, all of the respective comments and posts made on all of the images in group A are 
extracted. The mean preference rating of all images is 2.3 on a five-point scale with a minimum 
of 0 and maximum of 4.7. The preference score is computed using the human preference model 
(Section 2.3) which is validated against actual human ratings (Mturk). 
5.3. Methodology 
    To answer RQ 5, Figure 5.2 presents the overall framework for analyzing features relevant to 
higher/lower landscape preferences.  
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Figure 5.2: Overview of the methodology used to analyze features in social media postings 
 
     Subsequent sections introduce: (i) generating themes/categories from Groups A and B; (ii) the 
topic model, called Latent Dirichlet Allocation; (iii) statistical testing for human preference 
variation within and across themes; and (iv) qualitative analysis of features leading to high or 
low human preferences in each theme. 
5.3.1 Generating Themes 
    As described in chapter 1, human preference for landscape is often an immediate and 
unconscious reaction to a landscape. Also, as presented in chapter 1, the current approach for 
studying human preference involves photo questionnaire. Therefore, in order to answer RQ 5, the 
data from Group A are used, which are images. The images are used to qualitatively identify 
themes and later validate these themes from the topics generated from Group B (section 5.2). 
The following sub-sections present the procedure for creating themes from each group. 
5.3.1.1. Themes from Group A: 
    In order to qualitatively analyze the rain-garden and bioswale images for emerging themes, 
images are clustered using the k-means++ technique (Arthur et al., 2007) such that items in the 
same cluster are more similar to each other than items in another cluster. K-means++ is a variant 
of the classic k-means technique that is faster and has better performance in finding the cluster 
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with optimal minimum distance between data points within a cluster (within-cluster sum of 
square, WSS) and optimal maximum distance between the clusters (intra-cluster variation) 
(Arthur et al., 2007).  
    One major challenge in clustering using k-means is to identify the optimum number of 
clusters. The elbow method is implemented to overcome this challenge. The elbow method looks 
at the total WSS as a function of the number of clusters. The number of clusters (k) is increased 
until adding additional clusters no longer improves WSS. The optimal number of clusters is then 
selected as the point on the curve where WSS begins to converge (i.e., the elbow). 
    Once the clusters are obtained, annotators manually examine random images from each cluster 
to identify emerging themes from each of the clusters. The themes generated from Group A are 
then considered as ground truth for validating themes/categories obtained from textual 
information in Group B using statistical hypothesis testing, as described below. 
 5.3.1.2. Themes from Group B: 
     In order to identify themes from Group B, the textual information from comments made on 
the same sample of 200 (Group A) Flickr and Instagram images are used. Figure 5.3 presents an 
overview of the methodology for comparing themes obtained from Groups A and B. 
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Figure 5.3: Overview of methodology to generate topics from Group B and comparison to themes from 
Group A 
     
     Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA), a probabilistic topic model (Blei, et al., 2003), is used to 
generate topics or themes from the comments on each image. In natural language processing, 
topic modeling uses probabilistic machine learning algorithms to discover and annotate text documents 
with their respective themes (topics). Topic models do not require prior labels or annotations of the text 
documents. LDA is one of the simplest and most efficient topic model algorithms (Blei, et al., 2003). The 
algorithm assumes each topic is a collection of words with different probabilities of appearance in the 
document. Given the corpus, the LDA model identifies a set of topics, allocates words to the topics, 
and, for each document, associates a specific mixture of topics (Yang, 2015). 
    LDA models each document (d) as a multinomial distribution q over T topics and each topic, 
Z, as a multinomial distribution f over a set of words W. The LDA assumes a given prior 
Dirichlet distribution on q and thus allows the estimation of f separately. Figure 5.4 shows the 
standard graphical representation of the LDA model, also called plate notation.  
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Figure 5.4: Graphical representation of Latent Dirichlet Allocation (Blei, 2003) 
    LDA is a generative process that emulates how humans generate articles. The task of LDA is 
to compute all of the hidden parameters given words observed. Equation 5.1 below shows the 
joint distribution of both hidden and observed variables for constructing LDA inferences. 
 ! q", $",%, &', (",% = 	 ! q"+",- 	 ! &' 	.',- ( 	0%,- !($",%		|q")	! (",%	 	q", &'))						 (5.1) 
    
 Also, in LDA, the mixing coefficients for each document and the qword-topic distribution are 
unobserved (namely hidden or latent) and are learned as an unsupervised learning method. In this 
work, the collection of documents is the set of comments relevant to a single image.  
 
5.3.2. Statistical hypothesis testing for human preference variation across themes in Group A 
The next step of the methodology is to test whether the themes/categories obtained from Group 
A are truly representative of landscape preferences. Figure 5.5 presents the methodology. 
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Figure 5.5: Statistical testing for human preference variation across themes 
 
 
    A human preference score is predicted (using the model presented in Section 2.3) for all 
images in each cluster and then a mean human preference is computed. Once the human 
preferences scores are computed, one-way ANOVA (analysis of variance) test (Devore, 2012) is 
conducted with the following null hypothesis: 
H0 = Landscapes that vary by features/themes do not vary in terms of human preference ratings.\ 
5.3.3. Statistical test for similarity of themes between Groups A and B 
    The next step of the methodology is to perform a statistical test to identify whether the themes 
identified from Groups A and B are similar. Because this is the first study that uses social media 
data (images and textual description) to understand landscape preference, it is important to 
understand whether the human preference distribution across themes identified from the text data 
(Group B) is representative of the distribution of themes from the images (Group A).  
    Chi-squared test of significance (Pearson, 1900) is used to determine whether there is 
significant difference in the expected and observed frequencies of one or more themes. Equation 
5.2 presents the Chi-squared (c!		) statistics. 
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c! 	= (%&	-	())+() 		                                       (5.2) 
where, Ej = Npj, 
Oj = Observed frequency 
 
    The null hypothesis (H0) for the Chi-squared test is “Groups A and B represent the same 
distribution of human preference ratings for the identified features/themes.” 
5.3.4. Factor and qualitative analysis of features affecting human preferences 
    Lastly, in order to answer RQ 5, the descriptive keywords for each cluster of themes 
(“features”) are analyzed to provide insights about design factors that lead to higher or lower 
preferences. First, factor analysis is used to compute the similarity and/or dissimilarity between 
preference distributions in different themes. 
    Factor analysis has been used in hundreds of studies (Kaplan & Kaplan, 1989) in the domain 
of landscape and urban planning. Recent work by Suppakittpaisarn (2017) used factor analysis to 
identify categories of GI based on participant’s preference ratings. Factor analysis examines the 
co-variation among the preference ratings of all images within a theme and measures the fit of 
each image within the themes. Sullivan (1994) outlined the procedure and requirements to 
conduct factor analysis on landscape preference data and similar requirements have been used in 
this work, as follows:  
1. An image needs to have a factor loading (relationship of each theme with the underlying 
factor) of at least ± 0.50. 
2. Each theme needs to have eigenvalues >= 1.00 (eigenvalues explain the variance of each 
theme). 
3. All images with more than ± 0.50 factor loading are excluded from the study. 
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4. At least three images with factor loading ± 0.50 must be included in any theme to 
conduct the analysis. 
    Second, each theme is split into higher and lower preferences and the top keywords from the 
LDA topic model (Section 5.3.1.2) are inspected for insights into understanding these features. 
Figure 5.6 gives an overview of this approach.  
 
Figure 5.6: Methodology for comparing high – low preference settings for prominent features 
 
    To split the data from each cluster of themes into higher and lower preference, a human 
preference score is computed using the human preference model (Chapter 1, Section 1.3) for 
each image in the cluster of themes and then compute minimum, maximum, and median human 
preference scores within the same cluster. The images are then grouped into higher and lower 
preference images using the ranges given below: 
low preference images: [min human preference score, median score] 
high preference images: (median score, max human preference score] 
    After splitting each category, the content of the comments/posts for each group of landscape 
images is analyzed for the most frequently occurring words.  
5.4 Results & Discussion 
    In this section, four sets of findings are reported. First, the themes identified from Group A 
using k-means++ are presented. Next, themes found in Group B using Latent Dirichlet        
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Allocation are given, along with the distribution of words for each identified topic. Then the 
results are given for the one-way Anova test for variation of mean human preference across the 
identified themes for GI. And, lastly, RQ 5 is answered by qualitatively analyzing the features 
relevant to higher and lower preference. 
5.4.1 Themes Identified from Group A 
    The first step in applying k-means++ to Group A is to identify the optimal number of clusters 
using the elbow method. Figure 5.7 shows the results for this dataset, from which the optimal 
number of clusters was selected to be 11. 
 
Figure 5.7: Selecting optimum number of clusters using k-means++ 
 
    Once the 11 clusters were obtained, two annotators (one is the author and the other is a 
graduate student) manually examined 5 to 6 random images from each cluster to identify 
emerging themes from each of the clusters; the inter coder reliability was found to be 94%.  
    Figure 5.8 shows the themes identified for Group A and the mean human preference score 
(computed using the model presented in Chapter 1, Section 1.3) for each theme. These themes 
are then used for validating the themes obtained from textual information in Group B, as 
described in the next section. 
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Figure 5.8: Distribution of mean human preference for each theme/category 
 
5.4.2 Themes Identified from Group B 
    Figure 5.9 presents the results of applying the LDA topic model to Group B; the pie charts represent 
the weights of words forming a particular topic. For instance, for the topic Dried/Muddy, the LDA model 
identified the following words in decreasing order of their weights – dried, creek, stones, soil, and 
gardening. Similarly, the other topics and most frequent keywords give insights on the factors related to 
each theme that are correlated with landscape preferences. The number of topics in LDA are the same as 
in Group A, in order to enable Chi-squared testing with the same number of categories.  
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Topic - Colorful 
 
Topic - Greenery 
 
Topic - Clean 
 
Topic – Layout/Design 
 
Topic – Patch grass 
 
Topic - Barren 
 
Topic - Beautiful 
 
Topic - Flowers 
      
Topic – Dried/Muddy 
 
Topic - Maintenance 
 
Topic - Trash 
 
 
Figure 5.9: Topics from Group B and their representative keywords 
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5.4.3 Results from One-Way Anova Test for Group A 
    Table 5.1 presents the results of the one-way Anova statistical test (Section 5.3.2) to determine 
whether human preferences vary across the 11 themes identified in Group A.  
Table 5.1: One-way Anova test results 
Degree of Freedom 
(d.f) Confidence level F- statistics p-value 
10 95% 90.61 <0.0001 
 
    Since the p-value is much smaller than the level of significance (a = 0.05), the null hypothesis 
is rejected and the alternative hypothesis (Ha) is accepted. That is, human preferences for rain 
gardens and bioswales do vary across different themes/categories. Thus, the themes identified 
from the Group A images are representative of differing human preferences for GI settings. 
5.4.4 Results for similarity of themes between Groups A and B 
    Figure 5.9 compares the human preference distributions for each of the 11 themes in Groups A 
and B.  While some variation exists, the results appear to be similar. 
 
Figure 5.10: Comparison of human preference distributions between Groups A & B 
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    The Chi-squared test results confirm this observation. Table 5.2 shows the results of the Chi-
squared test statistic using level of significance a = 0.05 (i.e., 95% confidence level). Since the 
p-value is greater than 0.05 (significance level), the null hypothesis (H0) cannot be rejected. 
Thus, H0 is accepted and the distributions of human preference from Groups A and B are shown 
to be statistically similar. This also strengthens the findings from Chapter 4 that the information 
from social media (textual) can be used to understand human preference. 
Table 5.2: Chi-squared test statistics results 
Degree of Freedom 
(d.f) Confidence level c
2 - statistics p-value 
10 95% 13.86 >0.05 
 
5.4.5. Results from factor and qualitative analysis of features affecting human preference 
 
    Close inspection of the themes identified from Groups A and B reveals that some of the 
themes overlap, as can be seen in Figures 5.8 and 5.9. It is evident that some themes have similar 
mean human preference scores and share similar features.  Hence, prior to factor analysis of the 
features affecting human preference, themes with similar keywords and images are merged as 
shown in Table 5.3. 
Table 5.3: Merged themes based on common keywords. 
Themes & Common Keywords Merged Themes 
Trash, Dry/Muddy, Barren 
Keywords: soil, stones, dry, arid Barren-Messy 
Colorful, Beautiful, Flower 
Keywords: flowers, colors, beauty, vibrant Colorful 
Layout, Clean 
Keywords: trim, neat, clean, maintain Layout 
Keywords: 
Sediments, trim, mosquitos, dogged Maintenance 
Patch-grass, Greenery 
Keyword: lush green, patch, leaf, curb Greenery 
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    In the following results and discussion, only the merged themes are considered. Along with 
the textual information, all of the images are also merged. 
    Table 5.4 presents the cross-theme factor loading scores identified using the factor analysis. 
The factor loadings describe the relationship of each theme to the underlying theme (factor). It 
can be seen from Table 5.4 that there is not a significant relationship between the merged 
themes, which indicates that the five merged themes are sufficiently independent. 
 
Table 5.4: Factor loadings between themes 
Themes Colorful Greenery Layout Maintenance Barren-Messy 
Colorful 1.0 0.33 0.25 0.35 0.11 
Greenery 0.33 1.0 0.31 0.27 0.13 
Layout 0.25 0.31 1.0 0.18 0.22 
Maintenance 0.35 0.27 0.18 1.0 0.19 
Barren-Messy 0.11 0.13 0.22 0.19 1.0 
 
    Next, Table 5.5 presents results from the factor analysis and qualitative analysis to identify 
physical attributes that correspond to higher and lower preferences within the same theme. 
Table 5.5: Sample features relevant to higher and lower human preference (HP) 
Theme: Colorful (Mean HP= 3.75, Std. Deviation = 0.94) 
Higher Preference 
(Mean HP: 4.3) 
Lower Preference  
(Mean HP: 3.2) 
  
Preferred Features – Colorful/flowers, neat edges, well-trimmed and maintained 
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Table 5.5: (cont.) 
Theme: Layout (Mean HP = 3.2 Std. Deviation = 1.03) 
Higher Preference 
(Mean HP: 3.6) 
Lower Preference 
(Mean HP: 2.8) 
  
Preferred Features – Well defined boundaries/edges, retain water from overflow to street 
Theme: Barren-Messy (Mean HP = 1.5, Std. Deviation = 0.91) 
Higher Preference 
(Mean HP: 1.9) 
Lower Preference 
(Mean HP: 1.1) 
  
Preferred Features – Mild greenness, plants, stone creek, edges 
 Theme Maintenance (Mean HP = 3.2, Std. Deviation = 0.99) 
Higher Preference 
(Mean HP: 3.6) 
Higher Preference 
(Mean HP: 2.8) 
  
Preferred Features – little bit clean, trimmed, ordered, neatness  
Preferred Features – lush green, patch, leaf, curb 
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Table 5.5: (cont.) 
Theme: Greenery (Mean HP = 3.25, Std. Deviation = 1.02) 
Higher Preference 
(Mean HP: 3.8) 
Lower Preference 
(Mean HP: 2.7) 
  
Preferred Features – lush green, patch, leaf, curb 
 
    The sample results in Table 5.5 show that, within the highest preference category “colorful,” 
people prefer flowers and neatly-edged and well-trimmed plantings. Whereas, for a theme with 
lower preference, barren-messy, people prefer mild greenness, cleanliness, stone creek, and 
edges. These descriptive features are mapped to Kaplan & Kaplan’s preference matrix (Chapter 
1, Section 1.4) below, allowing more intuitive understanding of higher preference factors. 
1. Coherence: The themes ‘maintenance’ and ‘greenery” relate well to this factor, with 
preferences for ordered settings and well maintained and trimmed plants and lawns providing a 
sense of understanding and immediate response. Also, the low ratings for the theme ‘trash’ are 
likely due to low coherence. 
2. Legibility: The theme ‘layout’ relates to legibility, with distinctive patterns of designs, curbs, 
and well-defined boundaries providing sense and direction in such landscapes. 
3. Complexity: The themes ‘colorful” and ‘barren-messy’ seem to relate well to this factor. 
People prefer colorful varieties of flower species and mild greenness over arid and barren rain 
garden and bioswales designs. This complexity encourages people to explore such designs and 
increases their involvement.  
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4. Mystery:  The theme ‘layout’ may also relate to this factor. People prefer well-defined edges 
and paths and distinctive shapes of plants, which could provide promise of the scene offering 
additional information upon further exploration. 
5.5. Conclusions 
    This chapter presents analysis to understand which landscape features are most relevant to 
human preferences. The results focus on specific GI settings, rain gardens and bioswales, but the 
methodology can easily be extended to other type of settings. One of the results of this chapter is 
to identify features that are more intuitive and descriptive than Kaplan & Kaplan attributes such 
as coherence, complexity, legibility, and mystery. Overall, people prefer GI with neat edges and 
flowers over trash and barren landscapes. The themes are validated by testing the similarity of 
preference scores within each theme using factor analysis. The results show that social media 
textual information provides descriptive features that can provide insights for designing 
landscapes to promote human wellbeing. 
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CHAPTER 6 
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
 
    This chapter summarizes the overall conclusions and limitations of this research (Section 6.1) 
and provide recommendations for future research to extend the methodology and techniques of 
this dissertation (Section 6.2).  
6.1. Conclusions & Limitations 
    This thesis presents three frameworks for assessing landscape preferences using publicly 
available online data. The algorithms and models developed in this work are validated either 
using cross-validation (sampling theory) or data collected from a crowd-sourcing platform (in 
this case, Mturk). The frameworks have been developed as Web services using the BrownDog 
API (http://browndog.ncsa.illinois.edu/) for reusability. 
    Chapter 3 proposes a novel technique for identifying landscapes with specific GI objects such 
as rain gardens, bioswales, trees, and wetlands. Aerial images containing the desired landscape 
objects are identified using postings on social media platforms such as Twitter, Flickr, and 
Instagram. The deep learning model called convolutional neural network achieves high accuracy 
in detecting objects from aerial images at multiple scales of resolution. Furthermore, the images 
collected using the proposed framework are validated against survey data for predicting 
landscape preferences. The framework is also tested for its generalizability to another landscape 
element, vacant lots.  
    The results presented in this chapter demonstrate that online information using Google/Bing 
Maps and social media can be mined for useful data on landscape preferences. The findings also 
demonstrate that the approach can significantly reduce the time complexity of collecting high-
quality preference data and should quickly scale to larger geographical scales (for instance, from 
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neighborhood to city level), which is a difficult task using current practice. With the 
methodology introduced here, significant crowd-sourced preference data can be rapidly 
collected, enabling more effective design of a stakeholder-driven landscape to promote human 
well-being. The data science approach in this chapter can be useful for landscape architects, 
storm-water engineers, or urban planners to efficiently learn stakeholder preferences, including 
their variability over time.  
    However, the methodology presented in Chapter 3 does not account for editing of landscape 
images for designing and planning specific GI elements. The framework is used to collect data 
only from existing Google street view images; other landscape design software would be needed 
to modify the images to study preferences of new landscape elements.     
    Chapter 4 demonstrates that the text-based information from social media can be other 
potential source for studying landscape preferences. Overall, the results suggest that human 
preferences involving visual reaction or perception about GI designs can be learned by sentiment 
analysis of text data posted on social media. Specifically, two research questions are addressed in 
this chapter. First, a codebook and classifier are developed, which demonstrate that relevant GI 
comments can be extracted from social media data. The codebook and classifier are not limited 
to the study of GI preferences, but can be extended to other types of landscape elements.  
    Second, sentiment analysis is performed on the comments/posts about images of GI (rain 
gardens and bioswales) from Flickr and Instagram. The correlation between benchmark human 
preference scores from images collected using Mturk and sentiment scores predicted from 
comments on the same images is 0.77 after domain adaptation of the lexicons, which implies that 
landscape preference can also be studied using the textual information from social media along 
with analyzing images for higher and lower preference of landscape designs. 
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    While data from social media have become a common source for research, accommodating 
rapid changes in platform usage, popularity, and features can create challenges for this approach.   
Thus, it will likely be important to continue validating data collected from social media services 
with survey data. In this project, findings from social media data were validated using data from 
Mturk, which showed good correlation with more traditional surveys and could be scaled to 
larger numbers of participants. Overall, the findings suggest that geotagged content from social 
media can be used as a reliable alternative to traditional survey-based methodologies to study 
and understand landscape preferences. 
    Finally, Chapter 5, extends the analysis from Chapter 4 and uses the textual data from social 
media to understand which specific features are correlated with higher and lower preferences. 
Sample images of rain gardens and bioswales were clustered using k-means++ algorithm and 11 
themes were identified as emerging patterns within each cluster of images. For comments made 
on each image in the cluster, latent Dirichlet allocation is implemented as a topic model to 
generate keywords from the text data. These keywords provide additional insights about the 
features people prefer in their landscape designs. For instance, it is found that people generally 
prefer flowers and lush green over dried/muddy or barren GI types. Furthermore, this work 
expands our knowledge about the specific features that laypersons can understand. For example, 
in the theme “beautiful” which has mean preference of 4.6, the keywords identify high-
preference features such as colorful, flowers, neat edges, and well-trimmed and maintained. 
These types of keywords can be used to design GI that will be more readily accepted and perhaps 
better maintained by community members. 
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6.2. Future Work 
    The work presented in this dissertation develops new frameworks for learning landscape 
preferences from a broad range of data science techniques. Several opportunities are outlined 
below for extending and improving each of the frameworks in future research. 
 
6.2.1 Improvement and Extension of the GI Detection Framework 
    The object detection method used in chapter 3 can be further tested with more recent object 
localization methods such as Fast R-CNN (Girshick, 2015), which can be implemented using 
advanced GPUs to improve performance. Data collection using GPS location from social media 
and image annotation can be further improved by integrating both image collection using 
Google/Bing Maps API and image annotation into a single Web-based service that would be 
more user-friendly. Finally, the deep learning model can be re-trained with more diverse classes 
of landscape datasets, such as other types of GI objects (e.g., bio-retention, green roof, permeable 
pavements, cisterns, etc.), which should enable more robust and efficient landscape object 
detection using transfer learning.  
6.2.2 Social Media Sentiment Analysis 
    In Chapter 4, data are collected for specific GI landscape elements using Twitter, Flickr, and 
Instagram APIs. The framework is tested for another landscape element, vacant lots, but other 
types of data could also be collected to study human preference for much broader classes of 
landscapes. The source code for collecting data can be found at 
(https://github.com/AnkitRai/Social-Media-Analysis-GI). The code could be extended with a 
Web-based user interface for collecting data from specific social media platforms. Users would 
enter a keyword (landscape type) as a query, and the service would collect such data into 
standard JSON format for further research.  
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    Note that the text-based social media information used in this work include posts/comments 
made on images of GI, which could be affected by the quality of the images posted. To address 
this uncertainty, future work could also consider images and videos at different levels of quality 
for analysis. Further research could also identify sentiments towards other types of geo-tagged 
information, in order to test the generalizability of the framework presented in this chapter. 
Possible use cases could be perceptions about buildings or recreational spaces. 
    Furthermore, data from three specific social media platforms are used in this work, but other 
user-generated landscape data could be collected from online sources such as newspaper articles, 
blog postings,  and comments. 
    Also, domain adaptation is performed on the lexicons for GI-based vocabulary using “flip” 
technique to change the polarity of words. However, other methods could be tested for improved 
efficiency of domain adaptation, such as:  
• Objective flip can be used to switch the objective polarity of words to either negative or 
positive.  
• Shifting technique would shift the polarity of a word towards another sentiment (i.e. if it 
is negative then polarity is shifted to positive), as shown by Li et al. (2010) and Ikeda et 
al. (2008). 
• Delta-score is a method for computing the new polarity based on the (Dtf) idf score of the 
word (Section 4.4.1, Equation 5). 
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  6.2.3 Extending GI Feature Discovery to Other GI types 
    Finally, the framework used to analyze social media information in Chapter 5, clustering 
images and finding topics from text data, could be used to identify themes for other landscapes 
types such as parks, lakes, wetlands, urban trees, cisterns, green roofs, etc. As discussed in 
Section 6.2.2, mining local news articles and blogs for landscape designs could further expand 
available data and provide more feature-specific insights about human preferences. Furthermore, 
since the results demonstrate that Groups A and B (images and posting text) provide similar 
insights, future work could explore the social media content analysis using a variety of natural 
language processing models (e.g., topic models, author-topic models). This might identify 
additional hidden patterns and themes computationally.  
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